Sports Staff Outlines 1959 Season
The year 1959 has been classified by many as a
banner year in sports for the Tiger teams, and in
this week's issue of the Tiger, the sports staff has
prepared a complete run-down on the events which
led the Bengals to highly successful season.
Particular attention Is called to this story which
may be found on page five.
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'Tiger' Cuts Up Before The Big Game In Houston

Three members of the Clem
son College faculty were honored by receiving the National
Science Foundation Faculty
Fellowship Award covering 12
months, beginning in September, 1960.

As other cheerleaders and band members looked on, Bill McCown, the Clemson Tiger, cuts up
before the Blue Bonnet Bowl game in Houston on Dec. 19. From all reports and war stories
the troops must have had a terrific blast from the time the train left the station until It
returned. (Tiger photo by Robert Gaskins.)

National Ballet Of Canada Here
Jan. 11 In Spring Concert Series
| Dame Ninette de Valois, direcBy NANCY EDWARDS
Tiger News Writer
| tor of the Royal Ballet, to be
Monday, Jan. 11, the National : the artistic director of the Guild.
Ballet of Canada, a Company of The company has been mak75 with full orchestra, will be iing tours since 1951. During this
presented to Clemson in the ■ first year the company made 30
I performances to some 12,513 in
Spring Concert Series.
The company was established j central Canada.
Appeared At Festival
in 1951 by the National Ballet
In 1953 the company was invitGuild of Canada, whose purpose
was to create and maintain a | ed to Jacob's Pillow at Lee,
professional ballet company to Mass., the first time a Canadtour and entertain all of Canada. ian ballet company ever had the
This new company
would honor to appear to this famed
have certain concrete ideals to dance festival. It was a sellout
strive for the highest ideals of and an extra performance was
performance and give many added.
Performing in a fall attraction,
talented young dancers the opportunity for a career in bal- the Canadian National Exhibition,7
let. The company formed a the company introduced a new
entitled
"Midsummer
summer school which later ballet
worked each year with the Nigt's Dream" The new ballet
was created and directed by the
young dancers.
Miss Celia Franca of London, director of the group, Miss
England, was recommended by Franca.

The following year the company tohred Central Canada and
several of the larger cities in the
United States. Included in these
United States cities was Washington, where Miss Franca became the second Canadian ever
tc be presented with the Gold
Key to the city.
The most ambitious season
ever undertaken by a Canadian theatrical organization, an
eight month season touring
three countries, presented the
group in 24 cities of Canada,
51 cities in the U. S., and in a
three-week period of performing in Mexico City.
Serving with the artistic director are: Kay Ambrose, artistic
advisor; George Crum, musical
director; Betty Oliphant, ballet
mistress; Shirley Kash, assistant
ballet director; Lucille McClure,
(Continued on Page 6)

Professor Robert Douglas Snyder, assistant professor of engineering mechanics;
Donald
Albert King, assistant professor
of mathematics; and Absalom
W. Snell, head of the agricultural engineering department rereceived a letter announcing the
award from Dr. Alan T. Waterman, director of the National
Science Foundation, Washington.
A native of Lancaster, Pa.,
Professor Snyder now resides
in Pendleton with his wife
and daughter. He received the
degree of Bachelor of Science
in Mechanical Engineering
from Indiana Technical College at Fort Wayne, Ind., in
1955. Continued study In his
chosen field earned him the
M. S. Degree from Clemson
this year.

Professor King graduated from
Hanover College, Ind., in 1950
and was awarded the M. S. degree from Purdue University in
1952. He is completing his fifth
year as a member of the Clemson Faculty. Prior to coming to
Clemson; he worked three years
for the American Telephone and
Telegraph Corp. He resides here
with his wife and two children.
A native of Elloree, Professor Snell resides on Maple
Blvd., Clemson with his wife
and four children. He graduated from Clemson College in
1949 with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Engineering. Since then he
has taught in his chosen field
here with the exception of the
scholastic year 1951-52 when
he earned the M. S. degree at
Iowa State University.
The Foundation's science
faculty fellowships are designed especially for college teachers
of science, mathematics and engineering. The financial support
provided by the grant will enable these men toward achievement of their chosen degrees.

College Does Not Endorse Insurance;
Should Be Considered On Its Own Merits
Parents of Clemson students
have recently received life insurance circulars that might lead
one to believe that the policy has
been reccommended by Clemson
College. The administration hereby notifies all interested persons
that the plan is not being endorsed any more than any other life
insurance plan.
The plan, entitled Clemson Student Special Insurance Plan, is
designed for the college student
and should be accepted on its

cwn merits.
The Student Government of
Clemson does offer to the students a voluntary Accident and
Sickness Insurance Plan. Any
correspondence of information
concerning this program will carry the endorsement of the President of the Student Government,
the Dean of Student Affairs, and
or Mr. Joe W. Pearce, "Student
Health Representative" of Florence.

Amendments To The Student Body Constitution Published
This amendment changes the
procedure of nomination of class
The Council shall draft its own representatives which would be
rules and regulations for proced- necessitated by the passage of the
ure which shall be submitted to above amendment.
the existing Executive Council by
7. Article IV — Section 4
the newly elected Senior Council
no later than the first day in Nominations for the sophomore
May. These Rules and regulations class officers and sophomore repare subject to approval by the resentatives on the Assembly of
existing Executive Council.
Student Representatives shall be
made at a meeting of the rising
1. Article I - Section 2
5. Article DT - Section 2
sophomore class, including all stuHe shall have a minimum cum- The Assembly of Student Repredents who are first semester
ulative grade point ratio of what- sentatives shall be composed of sophomores at that time or who
ever is required for his class' seven (7) duly elected representa- will be sophomores at the end of
graduation plus a .4.
tives from each class and twelve first semester of the following
This ammendment will lower (12) representatives elected by school year.
the grade point ratio of candi- the Council of Club Presidents This amendment clarifies the
dates for President of the Student from its members.
position of those students one seBody from 2.5.
I The officers of the Assembly of mester ahead or behind their
j Student Representatives shall con- class.
2. Article I - Section 7
sist of a Speaker, a Secretary,
8. Article IV — Section 5
He shall be required to have a
and a Chaplain who shall be electniinimum cumulative grade point
Nominations
for the junior class
ed by the members of the Asratio of whatever is required for
officers and junior representatives
i sembly.
on the Assembly of Student Rephis class' graduation plus a .4.
j The present membership of the resentatives shall be made at a
This ammendment will lower
i Assembly is composed of five (5) meeting of the rising junior class,
the grade point ratio of candi: representatives from each class including all students who are
dates for Vice-President of the
' and twenty (20) representatives first semester juniors at that
Student Body from 2.5.
of the Council of Club Presidents. time or who will be juniors at the
end of the first semester of the
3. Article II - Section 1
6. Article m - Section 3
It shall be the duty of the Sen- The number of candidates shall following school year.
ior Council to recommend to the not exceed fourteen (14) and shall This amendment clarifies the
Dean of Student Affairs punish- be reduced to that number if ne- position of those juniors one semester ahead cr behind their
ment of any student for conduct cessary by a secret ballot before
class.
that would tend to bring discredit the termination of that meeting.
upon the student body of Clemson The fourteen (14) nominees re9. Article IV — Section 6
or upon the College.
ceiving the highest number of Nominations for the senior class
In this amendment, the position votes shall be candidates for elec- officers and senior representaof Dean of Student Affairs was tion. Each student present shall tives on the Assembly of Student
substituted for the President of vote for not more than seven (7) Represntatives shall be made at
a meeting of the rising senior
the College.
nominees.
class, including all students who
are first semester seniors at that
time or who will be seniors at
the end of the first semester of
the following school year.
This amendment clarifies the
positon of those seniors one semester ahead or behind
their
Student Assembly recommended
(1) Light the parking areas;
class.
14 amendments to the Constitution
(2) Pave the day student park10. Article IV — Section 9
of the Student Body of Clemson jing areas;
After the completion of all elecCollege to the Executive Commit(3) Amend the regulations to tions, except those specified in
tee in an extremely long meeting
Dec. 10. The amendments approv- jread, "Students in their freshmen Article IV, Section 7, the Presied by the Executive Committee | year at Clemson will not be per- dent of the Student Body shall
imitted to operate or park any call a meeting of the Council of
appear elsewhere.
The Assembly also passed a | motor vehicle on the campus ex- Club Presidents and at this meetresolution which it hopes will pre- jcept on special occasions as des- ing, the Council of Club Presivent any reoccurrence of this i ignated from time to time by the dents shall elect twelve (12) repyear's dispute over a Bowl Rep- college adhunistration. Any excep- resentatives to the Assembly of
resentative. The resolution reads tions such as commuting students Student Representatives as set
"Whenever Clemson College ac- living at home, students 21 years forth in Article m — Section 2.
This amendment changes
the
cepts a post-season bowl bid, the of age, and veterans with two (2)
Clemson Homecoming Queen shall years service will be authorized number of representatives to the
only by the Dean of Students.
Assembly of Student Representabe the official representative."
Three proposals concerning the
Absent were Phil Kennedy, jun- tives from twenty (20) to twelve
parking regulations and facilities ior class; Walter DeLoach, Don (12).
were submitted by the Student Jones, Kenneth Nichols, and John
11. Article IV Section 12
Assembly Parking Committee and Swartzfager,
Council of
Club All election procedures shall be
carried unanimously. They were: Presidents.
approved by the Executive Coun4. Article II - Secction 4

Student Body Recommends
Amendments To Constitution

Volume Lin—No. 13

Lionel Hampton Returns For
Midwinters - February 12, 13
Clemson Faculty Members
Receive NSFF Fellowships

In compliance with Article VI,
section 1, of the Constitution of
the Student Body of Clemson College which reads" — proposed
Amendments shall be published in
The Tiger at least twice before being submitted for ratification by the Student Body," the
following proposed amendments
are published herewith:

South Carolina's Oldest

cil and shall be under the direction of the Elections Board which
shall consist of seven (7) students appointed by the Executive Committee.
The authority to make additional appointments to the Elections Board shall be vested in the
President of the Student Body.

CDA Expects Large Crowd For
Concert Saturday Afternoon
The fantastic Lionel Hampton and his International Orchestra and review will
be featured at Midwinter's for the second consecutive year. This group was extremely well received here last year.
The dances, both informal, will be held in the Dining Hall Feb. 12 and 13, earlier
than previously anticipated by the Central Dance Association. The hours are from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and from 8 p.m. until midnight Saturday.
Hamp will also present an hour and a half concert at 4 p.m. Saturday. Admission will be $1.00 and not included in the block tickets. The block itself costs $8.00
with the individual dance tickets priced at $4.00 Friday and $4.50 Saturday.
Central Dance Association re- -k-k-k-k-kie-kie *****•*•••■*■
quests that students desiring
rooms for their dates make arrangements as soon as possible.
Since classes will not resume
until Friday preceeding the
dance, it is possible that housing may not be found on such
short notice. The association
suggests that students make
their dates before leaving
at the end of the semester.
The orchestra recently returned from a 13 nation tour which
included Israel, Western Euro-!
pean nations, and the new independent Austria. In Israel, ]
Hampton was honored by the!
nickname "Chief Rabbi ofj
Jazz." At one time he played!
before 5500 Israeli border guards!
near Gaza strip.
About 23,000 patrons attend-:
ed two concerts in Berlin's!
famed Sportplast, the samej
building in which Hitler hadi
branded American jazz as "de-1
cadent."
In Brussels, Hampton marched his band onto the sidewalk]
and played a couple of numbers j
for the crowd of 5,000 which
had been turned away through!
lack of seating capacity. In!
Paris, the fans danced in the
aisles; in Spain, he outdrew thel
bullfights. Hampton also be-j
came the first American band-!
leader to perform in Spain.
Hampton, once a Chicago pa-'
perboy, toured these countries I
<f
as an American ambassador of;
good will, an accomplishment for
LIONEL HAMPTON
any entertainer. His life is indeed jerk at night. He initially learn- ior May 13 and 14.
a success story.
ed to play drums from a nun.
The changes were made to acHampton, now billed as "King
Dates for the other dance comodate available bands and
of the Vibraharp" and "Master weekends second semester have avoid conflict with dance weekof the Drums" studied music at also been changed. Spring ends of other colleges, accordthe University of Southern Cali- dances will be held March 18 ing to Erwin Abell, president of
fornia while working as a soda and 19; and TAPS Junior Sen- the Central Dance Association.

Plays For Mid-Winters

possible to get (2-3) of the Student
Body to vote in any election.
This amendment still requires
considerable support of the Stu
dent Body to pass an amendment,
but prevents the defeat of necessary amendments merely through
lack of interest.
A fifteenth has been proposed
by the Executive Committee that
13. Article V — Add Section 2 the Student Assembly cannot act
The Professor of Military SciIn event of impeachment of an upon the amendment until after
ence at Clemson has received noofficer by a 2-3 vote, the results the publication date of TIGER.
tification from Department of the
and facts, in as much detail as
Army that ten Clemson students
15. Article V, Section 1.
possible shall be presented to the
President of the College who shall Any officer of member of the have been selected for appointhave vested in him the power to Executive, Judicial or legislative ment in the Regular Army.
They are:
remove the guilty officer from branches of the Student GovernJon D. Cook, Industrial Manoffice. Methods for replacing va- ment shall be subject to impeachcated offices are set forth in ment for malfeasance or serious agement Major of Fountain Inn,
Jones T. Deatou, Jr., Arts and
abuse of authority.
Article IV — Section 11.
This amendment merely cor- Science Major of Lancaster, Don14. Article VI Amendments rects the apparently accidental ald E. Fowler, Pre-Med. Major
Such ratification shall be ob- omission of the judicial branch in of Clemson, George P. Higdon,
Jr., Chemistry Major of Charlestained when a two-thirds (2-3) ab- the present constitution.
solute majority of those voting, as These 15 amendments must be ton, Alan R. McCahan, Industrial
members of the Student Body, ratified in accordance with the Management Major of Brooklyn,
existing constitution, a (2-3) two- N. Y.
votes in its favor.
Also Edward R. Maddox, Jr.,
thirds majority of the Student
The
present constitution re- Body.
Chemical Engineering Major of
quires a two-thirds (2-3) absolute
Spartanburg, Christopher C. Rumajority of the entire Student
dolph, Electrical Engineering MaBody to vote in favor of an a- Administration Gives jor of Savannah, Ga., Anthony M.
mendment before it is passed. In Official Recognition Vickers, Industrial Engineering
the past it has proved almost im-

Col. Watson Names Appointments
Of 10 Students To Regular Army

To New Sorority

Lecture Group
Invites Speakers

Omicron, newly former sorority, has been officially recognized by the administration, according to Dean R. C. Armsrong.
The charter members have
planned- a Hawaiian luau for the
pledges to be held tonight at the
Clemson House at 7:30. Entertainment will be provided by the
charter members.
Pledges have been announced
by the charter members. They
are Wilma Bonham, Barbara
Bruce, Bette Bruce, Martha
Embler, Nina Jordan, Diane
Plott and Anne Sherman.

The Lecture Series Committee
has contracted for lecturers to
appear on the Clemson campus
during second semester. According to Dr. C. B. Green, chairman
of the committee, Dr. C. Northcote Parkinson, Professor of History, University of Malaya, will
speak on "Parkinson's 'Law" on
March 15.
Harrison Salisbury of the New
York Times will speak on "The
Coming Conflict Between Russia
and China" on April 11. Both lectures are scheduled to be held
from 11 a.m. to 12 noon in the
College Auditorium.
Dr. Parkinson, author of a recent world-wide best-seller, ParThere will be a run-off for the
kinson's Laws, is now on his first Student Council office that will be
visit to this country on a lecture vacated by Buddy Putman. a Febtour.
ruary graduate.
Of the 670 votes cast for the
three candidates there was only a
Taps Office Sets
26 vote difference in the election
'Mrs. Taps' Deadline held on Dec. 15, 1959.
Anyone who wishes to enter
James H. Hill, electrical engia wife of the Clemson student in neering major from Laurens was
the 1960 MRS. TAPS contest first with 238 votes. Donald
please do so by Jan. 9. A pic- Goodwin, agricultural engineerture accompanied by a brief re- ing major from Scranton, Penn.
sume about the contestant was next with 218 votes.
should be turned in to the Taps
The run-off will be held on Jan.
office by the above date.
12.

Major of Durham, N. C, Richard R. Weisner, Electrical Engineering Major of Lancaster, Nathaniel O. Whitlaw, Jr., Industrial Management Major of Columbia.
Colonel Watson, Professor of
Military Science and Tactics,
emphasized that all ten are distinguished military students in
ROTC and will receive their
commissions upon
graduation
from Clemson. The distinction
conferred by the granting of a
regular army commission carries
with it many responsibilities and
the personal satisfaction which
accrues from p. career devoted
to the service of one's country.
In reviewing the distinguished service of other Clemson
men who have served in the
Regular Army, it is noted with

pride that several had attained the rank of General. Today's
Distinguished
Military graduates have every opportunity to reach top positions in the Army as in the
past.
Colonel Watson pointed out the
many advantages of military service as a career and believes
there are other qualified Clemson students who should seriously consider a regular army career. These students should feel
free to contact the Professor of
Military Science with any questions they may have regarding
such a career.
Army career pattern today include additional civilian education
for a large percentage of regular
army officers. Many officers re(Continued on Page 6)

Seniors Receive Regular Army Commissions

Run-Off Scheduled
For Senior Council

Department of the Army announces the appointment of ten ROTC students to commissions in
the regular army They are (left to right) Donald E. Fowler, Edward R. Maddox, Jon D.
Cook Nathaniel O. Whitlaw, Jr., Richard R. Weisner, Alan R. McCahan, Jones T. Deaton,
Christopher C. Rudolph. George P. Higdon, Mr, and Anthony M. Vickers were absent when
the picture was made.
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Individual Voluntary Action Forms
Best Weapon Against Submergence

It Is Up To Us To Moke Best Of Education
And Vacation; For Both Go Hand In Hand
Education and vacation. Two completely unrelated topics — or are they
both closely related to a college man in
two aspects? First, they are both an integral part of everyone's collegiate life,
and second, they are both looked forward
to (at least we think they are or presume
they are).
We have five breaks during the college year. If you are a normal student
and fall into the same class as we do, you
look forward to these "vacations" with
great anticipation. These days before
are perhaps the "longest" days of the
year, while those following are perhaps
the "bluest."
Smiling and gay faces are found at
the four corners of the campus on the
"befores," and sad, beraggled and rundown-looking faces on the "afters." But
why these wide spread differences of
expression on two days that are just days
of the year?
Happy to leave—unhappy to return—
is that what's on your mind? But it
really can't be that bad, or can it? Perhaps we should wait until the day we
leave for good—will that be a happy day
to leave—happy not to return day. Maybe it will; but we will have to wait until
that fateful or grateful or happy day to
know the answer to this question.
Nevertheless, those five days of the
year (the day before State Fair, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Semester and Easter
vacation, or need we mention this point)
are among the happiest days of the year;
while the days after (etc.) are "unsatisfactory."
We look forward to vacation as a
break in the dull drudgery of day in and
day out college life. A time to get out
and do something different for a change.
A chance to see that best girl—a chance
for a reunion with a friend that we
haven't seen for the past two or three
months—a chance to see our parents—a
chance to sleep — a chance to just sit
down and relax—a chance to think.
This is what we long for on the "befores" and what we dread giving up on
the "afters." This is that long awaited
for vacation.
Now, let's return to the other topic—
education. College gives us and education (supposedly). An education that
cannot be measured entirely by a classroom—yet, this is one of the best indicators. This has been proven time and
again by survey—that those who make
the best grades in the classroom also
reach the top when they graduate.
But there is also an education to be
gained from other sources. During our
four years here we mature in our actions, ways of thinking and living—another form of education. We mature intellectually. We learn to live and work
with our fellow man—still education.
We encounter many obstacles and
problems, both tangible and intangible,
that we have to conquer on our own.
Here, we come face to face with questions that we ourselves have to answer—
no longer is there someone close at hand
to answer them for us. We may need a
"helping hand" at times, but, nevertheless, the answer must come from within
ourselves. Still another form of education.
Now we learn to no longer accept
everything we are told as the truth—but
to question. We question this statement
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By BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor

—this answer—this conclusion. To accept them as the truth we must "dig beneath the surface" and draw our own
conclusions. Still more education.

"Voluntary action is the best possible weapon with
which to fight statism and prevent the submergence of
the individual. It is our nation's great tool in showing
the rest of the world the way to solve problems without throwing ourselves slavishly into
the arms of government."
"Few people elsewhere in the world
have any idea how far and how fruitfully voluntary organization has gone in
the United States. Our entire system
is radiated and irrigated by a vast network of private voluntary organization
and communication. Vital ideas and
concepts flow back and forth in these channels."

We join many and varied organizations. We work with the other members
and work for the organization; but, in
turn, we may also reap the benefits—
more education. We learn the meaning
of spirit and tradition—education. We
grow spiritually—still more education.
So, we see there are many kinds and
sources of education that Clemson offers
to us. Everywhere we turn we find one.
No matter what our major is—no matter
what our interests are—no matter what
our beliefs are, it is all around us.

Thus spoke the editor of one of the world's foremost newspapers regarding individualism and the importance of individualism in relation to national and
international policies.

One of our columnists said this week,
"I pondered upon the issue of whether
what they said about Tom was true or
not. Can he really change the expression
on his face? Does he really look sad
when one of his students leaves the campus, worrying over the young man during
the absence? And does he smile down
when he sees you returning?"

At this time of the year when most people are
making New Year's resolutions and averring that they
will strive to do better this year in all endeavors, the
subject of individualism and individual initiative is
foremost in this writer's mind.
Initiative is such a broad term that it would be futile to attempt to cover all facets of this word; therefore, the importance of initiative solely here at Clemson will be discussed.

Talk Of The Town

Maybe these are not the only expressions on Old Tom's face. Perhaps he
sits there wondering whether he has accomplished his mission from day to day.
Has his wisdom been properly accepted?
Does he smile when one of his students
By JUDY DELOACH
leaves with a well-rounded hearty eduThere is a curious lack of
sentiment in our society today.
cation?

Sentimentality Has Definite Place In Our
Civilization - Though Some Try To Crush It

And does his face sadden when another leaves lacking something that he
might have gained because he was
"blind" in a particular part of his college
education? Maybe he does, but, on the
other hand, maybe not. Maybe education is taken full advantage of—and, then,
maybe not.
Education and vacation. We see they
are related. Vacation is a break in the
monotony of education. We couldn't live
with a pure vacation or with entirely
education. But we can't rightly have
one without the other. They complement each other, yet oppose each other.
But, we say we enjoy vacation and
frown upon education. This is what we
say—but do we really mean it? Do we
deep down inside actually not desire education? Do we dislike education because
we are conformists—does society dictate
to us to get an education even though
we dislike it?
But, then, why are our colleges and
universities overcrowded today with, an
expected increase in the next few years?
It can't really be that bad. Most say the
answer to this question is the problem of
"getting a job." A job we do not enjoy
because we had to get an education first
and are constantly pressed with learning
more each day.
As we said education and vacation
are closely related. It is education versus vacation. Which is the stronger?
Maybe neither.
It is up to us to make the best of each.
There is a time for vacation, while at the
same time, we' must not forget our principle purpose for being here—education.
When striving for an education, forget
vacation.
During vacation, enjoy it and make
the most of it. Put thoughts of education
away. In this way we may find that education may not be as dull and boring as
we first expected; it may even be interesting, fascinating and enjoyable.
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A great many people will say
this is as it should be, but we
don't see why.
It seems that to be sophisticated and practical and business-like in this world, we
must crush all sentimentality
or signs of it for fear of being
thought a little soft or something. We wonder how people
ever started this notion.
Mr. G. K. Chesterton stated
at one time
that one of the
meanest fears is
that of sentii mentality. How
could we be
living in this
world if there
weren't
a
little sentiment
somewhere? People would become terrible harsh and cold
and dull.
We wonder why some are
afraid to do those small,
thoughtful things which are
appreciated because of the
thought behind them rather
their material value.
Sentiment
certainly can
have its place in the business
office or the scientific lab—
anywhere. How can we say it
doesn't? If we don't want it
there and try to keep it
from appearing, we can destroy one of the most natural,
warm feelings a man has.

There is a story about Mrs.
Eleanor Roosevelt and Bernard Baruch concerning some
advice he once gave her. She
had a problem and she did not
know what decision to make.
She said, "My mind tells me
to do it, but my heart tells me
not to."
"When in doubt, follow your
heart and not your mind," returned Mr. Baruch. "When
you make a mistake of the
heart, you don't feel so bad."
A great man always has
time for sentiment; a "little"
man doesn't. A great man has
the feeling for sentiment; a
"little" man tries to crush it.
The attempt to be sophisticated and some times ridiculously casual or worldly has
come to mean "no sentimentality". Why? People and their
feelings are and will continue
to be more important than the
machines and business and its
problems.
And one of the more important things in one's life is sentiment—making someone feel
a little better by doing or saying some little unselfish thing,
or perhaps some one doing that
for you.
The sentimental heart, the
gracious heart—what is really
natural and warm in a man—
why discard it for the sake of
so-called
sophistication
or
worldliness? One can miss out
on so many of the nicer, happier moments in life.

Oftentimes we hear others say, or we ourselves
say,
that our failure to comprehend certain phases of
Guess we all know where
we'll be about two weeks from academic instruction is due to an inability inherent in
today—that time has come the instructor to "put the material across."
again. Exams!
We tend to feel for the unsuspecting freshman about to
take his first college exams. He
will find, as we have, that college and high school exams
differ greatly. One must really
put some work and effort into
studying for these exams.
It's the time.of the- semester
when there is little, if any,
sleep, much NO-DOT, and coffee, coffee, and more coffee.
Students make their all-night
stands, wander around in a
daze the next day only to start
over again the next night.
We are always being told,
too, that the best way to study
for exams is to start ahead of
time. A week or two, if necessary, to eliminate last-minute
"cramming". How many of us
really do? not many, we'll be
willing to bet.
Some of us just try to convince ourselves that the last
minute bit will be better for
us, and, in some cases, maybe
it is. To each his own, however.
We all know what it's going
to take, and most of us realize
we'd better make good—or
else, (the "or else" coming
from home.).We can only say
here "Good Luck" and we
hope you survive to get
through the same thing again
next semester.

Anolytical Approach

Return To School After Christmas
Holidays Brings Thoughts Of ofPast
Events
how slowly the next day

By BUCK DEATON
Have you ever returned to
Clemson early after a holiday
break ? I mean a day or so early when the buildings on campus are still closed up tighter
than a drum, and the entire
place appears as dead and as
lifeless as the few remaining
dry leaves on the otherwise
barren trees? Such was my
case after the Christmas holidays.
I turned off the highway at
the library, halting momentarily for the stop sign, and then
k+^ms*. <*»* proceededvery
slowly in the
direction
of
Tillman Hall.
As I rounded
the first curve
that would
lead me to
the dormitories I let my
eyes drift to
the place where old Tom Clemson sat. That sure was a
strange expression he carried
on his face.
I glanced back to the road,
but my thoughts raced back
to old Tom. • I pondered upon
the issue of whether what they
said about Tom was true or
not. Can he really change the
expression of his face? Does
he really look sad when one of
his students leave the campus,
worrying over the young man
during the absence?
And dose he smile down
when he sees you returning
safely? You know, the old boy
did look as if he were smiling
at me when I passed. Hum. . .
I bet he was just grinning because I had returned to school
and exams.
As I eased around the second
curve and stopped in front of
the dorms, I sat for a minute
thinking of this different
world that I had once again
returned to, this home away

from home. Or had I not left
school at all? Had the past
few weeks been a dream?
I turned the ignition key,
and the dying engine dragged
my thoughts of home and of
Tom Clemson to instant death
with it. They were replaced
by the dread of having to unpack the car.
As I was lugging the suitcase and other clothes to the
dorms, a cold wind pulled at
my collar, and I wondered if it
had snowed here while I had
been away.
When I opened the door to
the dorm I almost fell on my
can. Choking back a small
four letter word, I recalled
that the janitors always waxed the hall floors during holidays. Continuing down the
hall to my room, I listened to
my footsteps echoing off the
far end of the hall wall.
I noticed that even the steel
walls had been scrubbed clean
as I sat my suitcase down and
fumbled > for the room key.
Opening the door of the room,
I glanced at my floor in anticipation of finding it waxed also.
I knew it was not the janitors
responsibility to do so; therefore I was not disappointed to
find it in the same shape that
I left it.
Even though it was cold out,
the room was hot and stuffy
from being closed tight for
so long. I dropped my clothes
on the bed, and my thoughts
returned once again to exams.
. . .must forget those exams
until I've had a chance to get
some supper and unpack my
clothes. . . .then study.
The meal was good and
took my mind off the exams
temporarily. The smoke from
the cigarette that I lit curled
lazily towards the ceiling,
slowly spreading into a large
white cloud. The slothness of
the rising smoke reminded me

The word initiative, according to Webster, means
"an introductory step; self-reliant enterprise; preliminary; energy or aptitude displayed in the initiation of
action."

This statement may be true in some cases to a certain extent, but how often do we ask ourselves whether
we have exerted any mental effort to grasp the material therein? Too seldom it seems. Here is where
initiative enters in regarding our classes.
We are intrduced to many aspects of learning;
however, in order to become proficient in our courses
we have to possess initiative. We have to go at least
halfway with our instructors in order to receive the
benefit of what we primarily are here for.
Then again in matters of extra-curricula activity
we are expected to take the first step, so-called, if we
are to benefit from these organizations. Apathy regarding school functions and education is very much
akin to someone baking a pie and then someone else
coming along and eating it without giving another
thought as to its source, etc. We wish to reap the rewards of a college education; yet we do not always wish
to be the sowers of the seed for learning.
The same.analogy applies to our participation in
school functions along the social line. For any organization to be a success, some members must possess the
initiative to put the organization on its feet. If everyone sits aside and waits for the other fellow to be the
go-getter, no organization or school function can
prosper.
If we apply initiative in the early stages of our
training, i.e., high school and college life, we can expect to continue along this line upon graduation from
college, arid in the long fun the persons who possess
this desired trait will be the leaders in industry or
whatever vocational venture they pursue. If we earnestly seek to be the leaders in business, etc., we must
start preparing for this task prior to graduation from
college or even sooner.

Upon graduation from college we honestly expect
much
of ourselves. We believe for the most part that
would pass.
And it did. Sunday was slow we have matured mentally and otherwise; we perhaps
and tedious even though I did think that our quest for learning has been satisfied,
study. But is was so difficult to that we can relax and fall back upon our laurels.

keep my mind on the books
with memories of the holidays
still lingering just as fresh as
the smell of the apple I was
munching on—the parties we
had, TV and the TCU slaughter, and oh yeh, that good
home eooking.
Outside the window a dead
leaf winged its way to the
ground and landed a few
paces in front of another student who was just returning
from home.'He was presently
followed by a host of returnees.
As one boy unpacked his car'
I thought to myself that he
had taken everything home
with him except the empty
Pepsi bottles that must be in
his room.
Another boy's dad handed
him some money and at the
same time gave him a pep talk
on grades. Still another boy
lingered in a car kissing his
girl a last farewell.
My attention was brought
back to the dorms by the gritty sound of someone sliding a
suitcase down ■ the hall. Evidently it hit the expansion
band in the hall floor because
I heard a crash and then some
very unbecoming words for a
suitcase to be called, for no
reason at all.
The hive was certainly buzzing again, the dorm rooms
themselves resembling gigantic wax comb cells of an _emially as large bee hive. As I
turned the page of my book,
a hi-fi blared somewhere down
the hall with "It Takes a Worried Man." That reminded me
that I would also be a very worried man unless I put another
drop of grease on the elbow
and hit the books.

We indeed expect much of ourselves, for after all,
we have endured four, maybe five years of this grueling, brain-agonizing venture that is referred to as college and all its harassing aspects.
. Perhaps the above statement is an over-emphasis
of our feelings upon graduation, or perhaps not. Nevertheless, the need for initiative even after we graduate
is more present than now. In order to be able to cope
more adequately with the so-called problems of postgraduate life, we should master this phase of life and
its present problems.

Troops Heed Marathon
Congratulations to the troops for heeding the
safety marathon that WSBF put on for a record 91
hours. At the time of this writing there have been no
reports of fatalities along South Carolina highways.
We welcome all students back to the same old
grind for the next three weeks for the standing of
those dear old last-minute quizzes immediately preceding exams, the finishing up of term papers, and the
cramming for those much-awaited quizzes affectionately known as exams.

Dormitory Signs Missing
We have noticed that on most dormitory levels the
signs indicating which level is which have been missing for some time. The signs which read "LEVEL
EIGHT," etc., are the ones we are referring to. It
would greatly alleviate the trouble visitors have in
finding the dormitory rooms and even help the stu-_
dents who visit a section they are not familiar with.
We trust that the proper authorities will exert
their influence in getting these signs up before the
beginning of second semester.
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Rock And Roll Dominates Music
World During Last 10 Years
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
At the beginning of a new decade, I can't help but wonder
what kind of music will be produced in the coming ten years.
Who would have ever guessed, in
1950, that before that decade was
half through, the barbaric beat of
rock 'n roll would dominate the
music world?
Probably
some
innovation,
equally unforseen, will take place
before 1969, so I much prefer to
take a brief look at what I consider the ten best of the past decade than to take a wild stab into the foggy future.
Preference Listed
The vast majority of these songs
came directly from motion pictures, as have so many established standards of the past.
They
aren't necessarily listed in the order of preference, for all of these
are tops in my book.
1. Unchained Melody
2. The Theme from Moulin
Rouge
3. The High and the Mighty
4. Love Is a Many-Splendored
Thing
5. Moonglow and Tehem from
Picnic
6. True Love
7. Too Young
8. Three Coins in the Fountain
9. Ebb Tide
10. Tammy
There are many more compositions from the past decade
that probably should be listed in
this group, but space doesn't
allow this so, right or wrong,
my selections will have to stand
as listed.
No disagreement seems to exist
as to the best musical of the
1950's. Without a doubt you have
already guessed that this muchheralded show is none other than

African Elephant Study By
Zorch Published By Splitback
By ZORCH
an ant cannot lift an elephant.
While grubbing through the old Dr. Zorch began his study of
file 13 the other day (looking for the elephant about six years ago
a suitable old butt to smoke), I by observing the elephant at the
came across a most interesting Paris Zoological Gardens. He soon
announcement from the Splitback discovered, however, that he had
Publishing Co. It seems they are been following the habits of an
about to publish Dr. Emil Zorch's American Express Tour bus.
latest work on the habits of the
Only then did he move to Africa
African elephant.
to further his studies. Never one
Now in the interest of science to waste material, Dr. Zorch has
and for the edification of all Zool included a detailed schedule pf
, majors, I would like to quote the tour bus in the appendix of
' from the announcement the his- his paper.
tory of this most interesting genReceives Award
tleman.
Dr. Zorch was recently honorDr. Zorch
ed with the Hopple award for
It has been recently noted by achievement in the field of pest
the famous French Zoologist, Dr. control and cake baking. While in
Emile Zorch. that the pigmenta- Africa, Dr. Zorch managed to
tion of the African elephant (be- solve the tsetse fly problem by
ing gray) is to distinguish it, introducing fly swatters to the naG.
from the common North Ameri- tives. (That is, Flymount
Swatters, of Sheboygan)
can Bluejay.
We are sure you will find Dr
The impact of this heretofore unpropounded fact has hit Zorch's new book very interestthe scientific world like a bolt ing and valuable, especially in the
from the Wrongend Machine field of zoology and coffee break
Screw Co. Controversy over the taking.
The Publishers
statement has split the Fort
Well, that's it. I suppose by now
Mudge Coral, Fish Fry and
Perloo Society into warring you are all clamoring at the book
store doors to get your copy. Don't
camps.
Before we ask you to buy this be discouraged if they are sold
new book (at the low low sub- out; I plan to write one myself
scription price of $58.67),
we on the Habits of the Eastern
would like to present the facts of Gray Squirrel in and around
Riggs Hall, which should be availDr. Zorch's life.
Dr. Zorch became the young- able sometime before the comest member of the Lyons Bird pletion of the new coed dormitory. I
Watching and Grape Crushing Society at the tender age of nine
when he reported the sighting of
an extinct Blue Footed Pimpernel.
For this achievement he was
ACROSS
6OWN
awarded the Purple Chicken Feather for Watchfulness, and a seat
1, There's nothing
1
Cliburn
to it
at the round table.
2. Alone, without
Al
6.
Course
in
figures
' It turned out later that he had
9. Manners minus
8. Kind of revenue
sighted his 39 year old grandfaMrs.
4. Prof's bastion
10. It's an earthy
ther, a grape trodder by profesE. Alma and her
plot
family
sion, swinging through the trees.
11. Those IOM
6. Bitter
His doctor had told him to keep
black stockings
7. Like not being
12. Binge, darp it!
off his feet.
asked to a Prom
13. Luscious
8. There's one for
Studies At MIT
■Scandinavian
every him
import
Dr. Zorch's academic years
14. Loud talker or
15. Arrival (abbr.)
Oklahoman
were spent at M. I. T. (Marseille
17. Sputnik path
15. Slightly open
Institute of Teratology),
where
19. Political cliques 16. A Harry Golden
he. held the world's record for
21. You need a real
Invention?
: Kools
being shanghaied by fellow stud18. Where you
26. Waker-upper
appreciate
ents on outbound steamers. It was
Kools
27 They go around
one of these voyages, to the Soqth
20. Ribbed fabric
in the movies
Seas, that made him famous as
28. Kind of pitcher 22. Adlal'g initials
Outcome of a
the world's leading authority on
SO. Betsy, Barney, 23. bird's
nest
Harold, etc.
the habits of the purple nosed
24.
Club that Bhould
81.
Part
of
USSR
be happy
sand ant.
33. Links blast-off
25. Sum's infinitive
Dr. Zorch made his '8 year
spot
29.
around,
study of this
peculiar insect
84. Kind of naut
instrumen tally
through the results of his being
30. Late date
87. Long-shortshort foot
marooned on the enchanting is32. Kools have
Menthol
89. Kind of security
land of Outathway by the enragfor Goldilocks
34. Gals don't giv«
ed crew of his ship.
'em right
41. Early, in
As a result of this study and
85. She came to
Brooklyn
Cordura
in connection with his present
44. Greek letter
86. Gladys is,
work, Dr. Zorch was able to
45. He's a confused
mostly
lion
state that, although the eleph88. Scandinavian
46.
Joint
where
joke?
ant can lift only 1-40 th of its
skirts hang out
40. Goddess of
own weight, and the ant can
47. Kind of sack
Dawn
lift 400 times its own weight,
48. Religious group 42. It's for kicks
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By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Writer
Billy Sanchez, a textile manufacturing major from Havana,
Cuba, came to Clemson because,
"I had been thinking of studying
textiles. It was suggested by a
friend to investigate Clemson because it was recognized as one
of the best textile schools in the
United States."
Billy is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Sanchez of Havana. His
father and grandfather are in the
textile business.
Active on Campus
Billy has been very active in
helping the students of foreign nations at Clemson become adjusted
to the Clemson and American way
of life. He has been active in the
YMCA, ISA, and is a member of
Phi Psi and Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Do you feel that Clemson offers
the foreign student adequate facilities ?
"Clemson has had an ever increasing number of students
from other countries since I
first came here. The most common complaint I have heard
from most of them concerning
their troubles is the difficulty in
getting settled during their first
few days and organizing schedules."
"The International Students Association organized a reception
Program for the new students

My Fair Lady. Its fabulous songs
have been so popular that a longplaying album of the show sold a
million discs, another "first" in
record history.
Several Make Mark
Several singers, male and female, have "made their mark",
so to speak, since 1950. Neglecting completely the rock 'n rollers, especially Elvis, Johnny Mathis and Pat Boone would take
top honors among male singers,
with Joni James and Doris Day
ranking as tops among female
vocalists.
Naturally the old favorites Sinatra, Como, Dinah Shore and Ella
Fitzgerald
have become even
more popular, but newcomers
have made quite an impression on
the music scene, especiailly a
group called The Kingston Trio!
Not only vocalists, but bands
and instrumentalists, have gained prominence in the highly
music-conscious
decade past.
Names like Stan Kenton, Dave
Brubeck, Ted Heath,
Ralph
Marterie, Ray Coniff and Jonah
Jones have taken their place
with the big names of the thirties and forties.
Probably the one thing this de
cade will be best remembered for
is rock and roll. It all started
with the record "Rock Around
the Clock", the first million-seller
of the rock and roll type, and
hasn't stopped yet. Some say that
rock 'n roll will die, but they've
been, saying it for four years now
and it hasn't happened yet!
It may fade out somewhat, but
to say that rock 'n roll will die
out completely is about like say
ing that people are going to stop
dancing!
Yes, it really should be interesting to see just what the 'sixties
will bring in the way of music.
Any guests?

49. Benedict's first
name

BILLY SANCHEZ

coming in September in an effort
to help those students as much
as possible. To make thhis program a big success the association needs more cooperation from
the faculty and administrative authorities of the school.
"I would like to urge the officers of the Organization and the
authorities of the college concerned in this matter to get together
and organize a good reception program for the foreign students just
as there is one for the freshman
students.
The foreign students are a very
real and active part of the Clemson student body. Let's make them
welcome from the first moment
they come to Clemson."
What do
you think of faculty-Student relationships?
"In general, they are good and
becoming better, but to what degree this extends depends upon
the individual student and professor. As far as the foreign student
is concerned, the professor goes
out of his way to help them."
What do you consider the
greatest fault that you see in
the American people?
"One particular thing that I
have seen is the worry they place
upon their faults when it is
brought to their attention. They
usually think about them, discuss them and forget them."
On the other hand, what do
you most admire about the Am-

Air Force ROTC Schedules Flights

In an effort to stimulate more
interest in, Air Force ROTC, the
Air Science Department has begun a program of weekend
flights for members of Air Force
ROTC from Donaldson Air Force
Base to various bases in the
southeast.
On the first of the series of
flights, which began on Dec. 2,
thirty cadets enjoyed a flight in
a C-47 from Greenville to Warner Robins, Ga. While the aircraft was in the air, cadets were
permitted to visit the front
cockpit and observe the crew in
action.
On the second series one
hundred cadets boarded a C121 super constellation in
Greenville, remaining aloft 51
minutes. On this flight cadets
were free to move around in
the constellation. As an extra
added attraction, two stewaddresses were included to insure that the flight was made
in comfort.
The third flight took cadets
to Bainbridge, Ga., where they
witnessed newly commissioned
second lieutenants receiving instruction on the 7-37 and T-34,
new jet trainers. Cadets were
permitted to fly the ground
simulator, an exact replica of a
jet cockpit with controls and
radios which function as if the
simulator were actually in
flight.
Program Planned
The purpose of this program
is to permit cadets to see first
hand the functions of the Air

Force. The entire program of
next semester's flight orientation has been plan to acquaint
cadets in the most effective way
with regular Air Force life, Air
Force experience, and equipment.
It is hoped that this program
will aid each individual in planning the best way to fullfill his
military obligation.

On future flights nineteen
cadets will fly to Bartow, Fla.,
where they will receive thirty
minutes of practice flying the
T-33 jet trainer.
The month of March calls for
a flight to Moody Field, Ga.,
cadets will inspect the facilities
for training interceptor pilots
and the equipment for tracking
unidentified aircraft.

Words To The Wise
By LARRY EDWARDS
Student Chaplain
When you stop to really consider the New Year, what it
amounts to is actually unused
time. Time after all is man's
creation—God has an eternity;
a huge never-ending. He isn't
bound as is man, by a clock.
But it is only reasonable that
man, who is restrained at both
ends of his life, should divide
that period into sections-time.
When you get to the point, time
is a combination of past, present
and future.
As I heard a great man say,
"The past is gone; all we can do
with it is repent of it and use
what we have learned for step
ping stones. The future is not
here; the only thing we can do
is prepare for it
"The present is here; it is
vital because both the past and
the future depends on it to an
extent. The present is the time
when we make decisions, win
friends (or enemies); it is where
we live, and we can't get out of

it."
In my own experience, I have
found that trying to live in my
time is virtually unthinkable
lest I have God as my companion. For after all, when all my
present is used up and the time
limit is called, I shall be projected into God's realm—eternity.
Time lessens—then I will see
the past that was used for stepping stones. The present that we
use for living and the future
that I planned for, all wrapped
up in a little bundle. Then I will
see the story I wrote—"My Life."
The theme—what faith did I
embrace?
I want my theme to be "Faith
in God's great personal collection." You are writing, too.
What's your story going to read?
And what's your theme?

Flight Scheduled
Also occuring in March is a
flight to Eglin Air Force Base.
Of special interest is the cliamatic hangers and test grounds
where temperatures as low as 60
degrees below zero can be simulated.
Also one display will be the
latest type of interceptor aircraft. Recreation included in
this two day visit will consist of
a half day on a sunny Florida
beach and fishing from a crash
boat.
Students who have participated in the flight program report that it is interesting and
worthwhile.
Because student
participation has been so enthusiastic, this program may already be termed a success.

IM SOCIETY PLANS TEXIZE
TRIP AND BOOK EXCHANGE
The Industrial Management Society held its regular monthly
meeting Tuesday night, Jan. 5,
in the clubroom. Details concerning the Texize trip were discussed along with plans for a book
exchange.
The meeting scheduled for Jail.
14 was postponed due to the closer
ness of exams and rescheduled
for the first week in February.
Adjournment followed the treasurer's report.

erican people?
I do believe you have the know"I would say it was a combina- ledge of the facts of what is intion of many things — their de- volved, but the American press,
sire to better themselves and do- which it has the right to do, tends
ing it, their organization, their be- to overemphasize the communistic
lief in the dignity of the individual. influences that may exist."
These can be found elsewhere in
"I do not condone any commuthe world but not to the extent I nistic influences, but I do believe
have observed in America."
we need more understanding from
As a Cuban you are obviously the American press and people
interested in your new government rather than condemnation."
and as Americans we are obvious
Clemson's Contribution
ly concerned with its outcome and
well being because it is so near How would you say Clemson
in proximity to the United States. has contributed to you?
"Clemson has given me knowWhat About Cuba?
Do you as a Cuban, who has ledge that will enable me to have
lived away from Cuba and seen a wider range of opportunities for
it as others might see it, feel that a better financial future. That is
Castro's policies are for the best a big contribution in Itself. The
contribution that I value the most
interests of the Cuban people?
"Castro is trying to correct is a sense of self-sufficiency and
obtained through
evils prevalent in Cuba for many independence
years in a radical manner. His the different experiences I have
methods are certainly different encountered while at Clemson."
from any used in Cuba before and Bill has most definitely had a
very often they are hard to under, profound effect upon the relation-,
stand. I don't understand or agree ship between we as Americans
with many of his policies, but I students and the finding of a
believe his main concern is for place and adjusting of foreign stuthe welfare and betterment of the dents among us. He has contributCuban people."
ed much to Clemson by these acDo you feel that we as Am- tions. After
graduation,
Billy
ericans tend to distort the truth would like to stay in the United
in a situation, in the respect States and work to gather practhat we say much of the Cuban tical experience, but he plans
situation with very little knowl- eventually to return to Cuba to
edge of it?
work with his father and grand"No, you don't distort it, and father.

Phi Psi, Honorary
Textiles, Initiates 8
Phi Psi, national honorary
textile fraternity and Clemson's
oldest Greek letter fraternity
tapped eight new members at
its first meeting this year.
Invited to join were: Aubrey
A. Adams, textile management
junior from Union; Tommy
Ariail, textile engineering junior from Sevierville, Tenn.; Jay
Adams, textile sciences junior
from Spartanburg; Gene C.
Floyd, textile science junior
from Clinton; and Steve Francis, textile management junior
from Blacksburg.
Also, Orren F. Hunter, textile science junior from Bamberg; John Swart, textile
management junior from
Caracas, Venezuela; and W.
Harral Young, Jr., textile
management junior from
Sumter.
The first two degrees were administered by Grand Chapter
President Bellemere from Readin Pa., Second Vice-President
Anderson and Grand Secretary

W. C. Whitten after a supper
meeting at the Clemson House
on Oct. 27.
Of the fraternities membership, seven have received
scholarships and three were
chosen as outstanding textile
seniors in the Fall Issue of Bobbin and Beaker.

PHI ETA SIGMA TO ELECT
OFFICERS FOR THIS YEAR
Phi Eta Sigma, freshman honor fraternity, will hold elections
of officers to serve from Feb. 1,
1960, to Feb. 1, 1961, Thursday
in the Student Center. The time
and meeting room will be announced later.
The possiblity of holding study
hall or tutoring section in the
freshman courses will be discussed. Members willing to assist in these sections have been
requested to contact Jim Youngblood in 7-204 or Leslie Preston
in E-308 before the meeting.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
105 E. Whitner St.

Phone CAnal 4-0707

Anderson, South Carolina
20 BILLFOLD PICTURES

for

$1.20

from any picture or negative
"BETWEEN THE BANKS"
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You are looking at a photograph recently
released by the Atomic Energy Commission.
It shows the Commission's heavy water plant
near the banks of the Savannah River in
South Carolina. It is but one unit of an
atomic energy project that covers more
ground than the entire city of Chicago.
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Wheh your throat tells )
you itfs time for a change,)
you need
/
a real change...

YOU NEED THE

42

ATOMS IN YOUR FUTURE?

This vast installation was built by Du Pont
at government request in 1950 for cost pins
$1. Still operated by Du Pont, it stands as a
bastion of strength for the free world. Equally
important, here are being expanded horizons
of nuclear engineering which will eventually
lead to better living for all of us.
Like hundreds of other Du Pont research
projects, probing the mysteries of the atom
has led to all kinds of new jobs. Exciting
jobs. In the laboratory. In production. In
administration. Good jobs that contribute
substantially to the growth of Du Pont and
our country's security and prosperity.
What does all this have to do with you?
For qualified bachelors, masters and doctors, career opportunities are today greater at

Du Pont than ever before. There is a bright
future here for metallurgists, physicists, mathematicians, electrical and mechanical engineers, and other technical specialists, as well
as for chemists and chemical engineers.
Perhaps you, will work in the field of atomic
research and development. But that is only a
small part of the over-all Du Pont picture.
Your future could lie in any of hundreds of
areas, from the development of new fibers,
films or plastics to the exploration of solar
energy. Or in the sale and marketing of new
products developed in these and many other
areas. In any case, you will be given responsibility from the very start, along with training that is personalized to fit your interests
and special abilities. We'll help you work at
or near the top of your ability. For as you
grow, so do we.
If you would like to know more about
career opportunities at Du Pont, ask your
placement officer for literature. Or write E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2420
Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
• 1980, Blown 4 Willl.Bi.en Tebuee Corp.
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Shingler Stars In
1st Bluebonnet Bowl

TMSt
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Co-Sports Editor

Review Of Bluebonnet Trip
Football season has once again passed and a great
triumph in the Bluebonnet Bowl along with a 9-2 season
has now become another page in the Tigers' athletic
history. But let us turn back to.the latter chapter and
review some of the events in a great bowl trip.
Leaving Clemson early the afternoon of the 17th
(as in the case of this writer) the Tiger Express began
its 25 hour Southwestward trip. Included on the train
were the Tiger Band, special cars for Clemson students,
and many faithful alumni followers. Making only two
pit stops (Mobile and New Orleans) the dependable express arrived in Houston around 2:00 p.m. of the 18th.
From here the troops dispersed to various areas of
Houston, with the band, cheerleaders and this writer
staying at the fancy Stardust Motel situated two miles
from the famous Shamrock Hilton and Rice Stadium.
The night of the 18th was highlighted by a tremendous pep rally staged on the lawn of the Shamrock in honor of the two teams. Though Clemson
followers may have been outnumbered at the game,
greater Houston could feel the roar as the event
seemed a regular Tiger rally. Both bands, TCU and
Clemson, were present for the attraction, along with
the Governor of Texas and Coach Howard himself.
Bringing to an end of the rally was the burning of a
huge bonfire some two stories high.
i
•
:

;

Otherwise the troops dispersed throughout Houston
through the night invading everything from clubs to
bars to beatnik hangouts. The Shamrock Hilton, the
Tiger headquarters in Houston, staged banquets and a
dance for both schools.
The phrase "A Clemson Man Needs No Introduction" never have been truer by the time of the Saturday
game. Texas cowboy hats sat proudly atop heads of
hundreds of fans readying for the event. However just
about everyone toting the ten gallons were Tigers.
TCU entering the game as eight point favorite
held high the acclaim of Texas rooters. Many of the
optimistic oil men were offering Clemson and as
many as twenty points. The Texans bragged and
the Tigers played—and the scar will long be remembered in the Lone Star State.
Saturday night was all for the victors and the Tigers
and followers celebrated in royal fashion. Meanwhile
the Tiger Express made its scheduled journey back to
the Blue Ridge—and believe it or not, only two students
were left behind.

Southern Cal Coach Calls Play
While in the press box at the Bluebonnet Bowl this
writer had the privilege of meeting the Southern California line coach, Al Davis, who was spotting the Horn
Frogs for their meeting next season. Throughout the
game Davis would point out a particular lineman's play
or some weakness on the TCU squad, and it didn't take
long for the coach to find the glaring weakness that
cost TCU the game.
From the first Tiger pass to the final tally Clemson had an end in the clear some ten yards behind
the nearest defender. Whenever Clemson's quarterback rolled out to the right the defensive backfield
of the Frogs went beserk. Davis pointed out that
only a matter of time remained before Clemson
found the pattern.

Basketballers Meet Duke Here Tuesday
Basketball season is once again in full swing, and,
though the Tigers record is not tops in the nation it may
be noted that it is better than last year's at this time.
Tuesday will see Clemson in their first home conference
battle against Duke's Blue Devils.
Duke and Clemson met earlier this season at Durham with the Blue taking a 78-69 victory. It may be
noted that the game was nip and tuck until the final
seconds when the Dukes stretched their lead three to
nine points on Tiger fouls.
An important factor during the game was the
sportsmanship shown by the Duke followers. From
the opening minute to the final basket the crowd
booed and jeered everytime the Tigers got the ball,
at times the crowd even moved on the floor. It's
Duke's turn in Tiger Town so let's have the troops
out to show them good sportsmanship.

All-Clemson Football Team Released
Recently the Clemson news bureau released an all
Clemson football team covering the 54 year history of
the college, and was included in the latest issue of the
Alumni News. Though we do not fully agree with the
choices we include the team in this issue.
Bill Mathis, who will always rank with the Tigers' greatest stars, was the only current player to
make the squad. The first team (with graduation
years in parenthesis) are: Ends Bob Jones (30) and
Glenn Smith (52); tackles Norman Walker (01) and
George Fritts (42); guards Puss Derrick (06) and
Ray Clanton (50); center Charlie Woods (39); quarterback Banks McFadden (40); halfbacks Shad
Bryant (40) and Bill Mathis (60); and fullback Fred
Cone (52).
The all-time roster, made up of three men for each
position, included the following in addition to the first
team: ends Joe Blalock (41), Gus Goins (39), Bob Hudson (51) and Vedder Sitton (03); tackles Tom Barton
(53), Phil Prince (49), Bill Schiletter (14), and Fred
Wise (38); guards Frank Gillespie (49), John Grdijan
(59), "Bull" Leitzey (26) and Bob Swofford (30); centers
Gene Moore (49) and O. K. Pressley (29).
Quarterbacks Bobby Gage (49), Don King (57)
and Johnny Maxwell (04); halfback Frits Furtick
(07); Ray Matthews (52) and Bob Pearson (39); fullbacks Jock Haney (05) and Charlie Timmons (42).

By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's junior quarterback Lowndes Shingler
was voted the most outstanding back in the first annual
Bluebonnet Bowl. The triple-threat quarterback from
Greenwood, S. C, was the leading ground gainer with 65
yards in three carries and he completed two of four
passes, for 34 yards.
Shingler helped to lead the Tigers to their 23-7 rout of TCU by
passing for one score and by
setting up a Clemson field goal
and another touchdown. Here's
the way Lowndes summed up the
bowl tilt; "We were a little slow
getting started, but when we got
rolling I knew we had it."
"I think both teams figured it
was going to be a close one, but
after Friday's practice I just
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Tiger Roundballers To Face
Mighty Blue Devils On Tuesday
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Co-Sports Editor
Clemson's Tigers, holding the
best record they have held at
this point in many seasons, will
play two important games this
coming week. They will entertain
conference powerhouse Duke here
on Tuesday, Jan. 12 and face
arch rival Furman in Greenville
on Thursday, Jan. 14.
Press Marayich's men hold a
5-6 record, and one of those losses was to Duke in a real thriller
at Durham. The Tigers will be
seeking their first conference victory against the powerful Blue
Devils who defeated Utah, the 5th
ranked team in the nation, in the
Dixie Classic over the holidays.
Utah's only loss came at the hand
of freshman coach Vic Bubbas'
Duke club.
In his first season as head
coach Bubbas inherited a fine
team which was young, big and
fast. The Devils currently hold
a 6-2 record including tournaments, their losses were to nationally ranked Georgia Tech
and North Carolina.
Duke surprised a lot of writers
by taking the Birmingham Classic
over Auburn, Alabama and Navy.
They are led by Doug, Kistler, a
6-9 forward that can shoot and
rebound with anypne, and Carroll
Yougkin a strong 6-6 pivot man.
John Frye and Howard Hurt,
two fine outside shots, give the
Devils a fine backcourt pair. The
other starter will be either Doug
Albright or Fred Kast.
Duke has a 2-0 conference
mark, their loss to North Carolina in the Dixie Classic does not
hurt them in -conference compet-

ition. Maverick's men will have to
go all out to top this Duke team.
Clemson will face Furman in
a rematch In Greenville's spacious Memorial Auditorium. The

Tigers would like nothing better than to defeat the Paladins
of Coach Lyles Alley. The
Purples are short on men, having only eight on their squad,
but these are all good players.
The leading scorer on the Furman team is Dag Wilson. The
lanky pivot man is averaging
around 16 a game. He is also the
top rebounder on the squad.
The starting forwards will be
Byron Pinson and Tom Conard,
both averaging in the double figures. Conard is the tallest member of the starting lineup at 6-6
and Pinson measures 6-4.
Bob Pinson, brother of Byron,
and Pete Carlisle will operate in
the backcourt for the Paladins.
Carlisle is the better shot of the
two but Pinson is the fastest
player on the team.

Gibbons at center.
Patterson, the brilliant sophomore floor master, is averaging
16.7 points per game at present.
His high for the season came
against strong Wake Forest when
the fast six footer scored 25
points.
Captain George Krajack is second in scoring with a 12.9 average and he is the leading rebounder with 6.7 per contest. Carver is
at 7.9 points a game, Ed Krajack
6.7 and Gibbons is 5.5.

35 yard run to the TCU 17 which
set up the Clemson field goal.
This is the way Lowndes described the play; "It was a run-pass
option in which the I rolled out
to the right. I selected to run and
fullback Ron Scrudato threw the
key block that really sprung me
loose."
Shingler said that the Tigs were
not worried too much about TCU's
fullbacks, but the main concern
• "* •**•* * • were the Horned Prog halfbacks.
Furman has installed a new
"With the line we have nobody
offense in games of late. Coach
can get through without a lot
Alley's team is no longer the
of trouble."
fast high scoring aggregate of
Shingler again rose to the octhe Selvy and Floyd days, and
casion in the fourth quarter when
the Furman mentor realizes it.
he threw a touchdown pass to end
His new offense is a slow delibTommy King. "I still don't see
erate type with emphasis on
how Tommy held on to that
passing and good floor play.
ball; it looked to me like he
Coach Press Maravich
will
caught it on the back of his head.
probably send a lineup out on the
A catch like that is really hard
hardwood composed of George
on a quarterback's nerves."
Krajack and Don Carver at forLowndes' personal selection
wards, Choppy Patterson and Ed
for the best performer on the
Krajack at the guards, 'and Walt
WALT GIBBONS
TCU squad was halfback Jackie Moreland, a 160 lb. scatback. "I couldn't possibly pick
out Clemson's outstanding player—It was by far the best
team effort we have had all
year." "Our pass defense was
really great."
Shingler feels that next year's
Athletic director Frank Howard recently announced
team will be just as good if not
the
names
of nine outstanding athletes who have signed
better than this year's Bluebonnet squad. "A lot of the boys who
grant-in-aid football scholarships to attend Clemson.
will be playing next season have
The group is composed of six from South Carolina, two
LOWNDES SHINGLER
had plenty of experience and with
from Georgia and one from Alabama.
bad a feeling that we would do Anderson and McGuirt corning
The six from South Carolina'
real well." Shingler said that up, we will be hard to stop."
the most spectacular play of
Here is how Bengal Lancer
include Cecil Faile of Lancaster, ing 6-1. He made all-conferClemson College has the distinction of having five Floyd Cox of Pickens, John ence, All-Upper State and
the game came when White quarterback
Harvey
White
completed a pass to Barnes
summed up the capabilities of football players playing in various post-season games. Watts of Darlington, Jimmy second team All-State.
which was carried over for the Lowndes Shingler; "If Lowndes Some of these games have already been played and the Compton of Lexington, Doug
Rucker and Hubbard are both
score.
doesn't make all-America next
Rucker of St. Matthews and halfbacks. The 17-year-old
Tigers
have
made
a
mark
for
themselves
in
those.
Shingler really opened the game year it will be a great injusBunny Hunbard of Jackson.
Rucker was a three sport letterup when he made a magnificent tice."
In the Blue-Gray game playFrom the Peach State are Vic man at St. Matthews High,
racked
Meredith
once
for
a
loss.
ed at Montgomery, Alabama
Aliffi of Savannah and Leroy playing football, baseball and
Bill Mathis and Harold Olson
the Tigers had four players
Clark of Atlanta. The Alabama track. Hubbard led his Jackson
involved and all gave good are in training with the South standout is Robert Poole of High mates to tne state finals in
stars
getting
ready
for
the
Senaccounts of themselves.
The
1958 by scoring 115 points. This
Florence, Alabama.
Gray was favored
by ior Bowl. Both are being countpast season he tallied 94 points
Faile
was
an
outstanding
six points, but the Yanks turn- ed on for heavy duty against the
and was voted the most outcenter on the strong Lancased the tables to win 20-8 with North.
ter High team that played in standing back for both seasons.
Cordileone
will
play
in
the
Clemson's fine quarterback,
While at Jackson, Hubb^rThe defending ACC champion Clemson Tiger base- Harvey White, passing to Van- Hulu Bowl in his last college the Upper State Playoffs. He played baseball, football an,
performance, and Lou is expect- has played football three years basketball.
ballers have a big order to fill for the 1960 campaign if dy's Tom Moore for the Gray's
ed to be one of the defensive and weighs 180. Cox is a halflone
touchdown.
Watts and Compton are two
they want to retain their championship status. The colback weighing 185 and standmainstays in the game.
all-State tackles who played
The touchdown was set up by
lege world series participants face a gruelling schedule
in the Shrine Bowl. Both capa brilliant 49 yard kickoff return
with 15 conference games and ten non-conference games. by Clemson's fine* halfback Bill
tained their respective teams,
and were standouts all year.
The team was hard hit by
Mathis. Bill almost got away for
1960 Schedule
a touchdown, but the last man
Watts received the Pate Award
graduation, but two of last seaBASKETBALL
pulled him down. Mathis played
at St. Johns High while CompVarsity
sons big guns, Ty Cline and March—
ton is said to be the best linean outstanding game all day, al21&22—Ga.
St.
Teachers
away
Day
Site
Date
Opponent
Bailey Hendley will be back to
ternating
with
Marlin
Dyess
as
a
man
to come out of Lexington
25 & 26—Citadel
home
Tues. Jan. 12—*Duke
__ CLEMSON, S. C.
bolster the squad. Jimmy Roller,
in many years.
29—Georgia Tech
away halfback on offense.
Thurs. Jan. 14— Furman
Greenville, S. C.
who had the lowest earned run 31
Pogo Usry and Harold Olson Sat.
Aliffi, whose father is sheriff
_ CLEMSON, S. C.
Georgia Tech
Jan. 16—"South Carolina
home
played good defensive ball for Tues. Jan. 19—*Wake Forest
CLEMSON, S. C. of Chatham County played both
average last year, along with April—
the Gray with Pogo covering the Sat.
Raleigh, N. C. tackle and fullback at SavanJan. 30—*N. C. State
Dave Sprouse and Charlie Pas- 2—Georgia
home secondary like a blanket. Usry Sat.
Feb. 6—"Virginia
_ CLEMSON, S. C. nah High. He made the all-city
qualini will also return for the 4—Wake Forest
away was playing in place of Tiger cen- Man. Feb. 8—"North Carolina
_ CLEMSON, S. C. team and was honorable men5—Duke
away ter Paul Snyder.
pitching staff.
Sat
Charlottesville, Va. tion all-county.
Feb. 13—"Virginia
8—Virginia
home
In the East-West Shrine game Mon. Feb. 15—"Maryland
_ College Park, Md.
Clark is a 188-pound end from
Zack Burnette is the only ex- 9—Maryland
.
home Clemson's great tackle, Lou Fri.
Feb. 19—*North Carolina .
Charlotte, N. C.
perienced infielder back for an- 15—North Carolina
(Continued on Page 5)
away Cordileone was chosen as the Sat.
Feb. 20—*N. C. State
Charlotte, N. C.
away game's most outstanding line- Wed. Feb. 24—"South Carolina
other swing, but he should get 16—N. C. State
. Columbia, S. C.
away man by sportswriters. Cordi- Fri.
Feb. 26—"Maryland
plenty of support from first base- 18—Maryland
CLEMSON, S. C.
19—Virginia
away leone, 1st draft choice of the Thurs. Mar. 3—Atlantic C. Conf. T'nament
Raleigh, N. C.
man Sammy Poe and third base23—South Carolina
away New York Giants, was award- Fri.
Mar. 4—Atlantic C. Conf. T'nament
Raleigh, N. C.
man Tim Bryant and Clayton 25—Georgia _
.._
away ed the Spalding Trophy for Sat.
Mar. 5—Atlantic C. Conf. T'nament
Raleigh, N. C.
Lowder.
May—
his brilliant defensive perfor- "Indicates conference game.
home mance.
Frosh
Reid Blakeney, along with 2—Wake Forest _
3—Duke
Jan.
7—Furman
Frosh
home
.Home
Almost everytime Don Meredith,
Cline and Hendley, is a letter7—South Carolina
home West quarterback, dropped back Jan. 12—Erskine Jayvees
.Home
man outfielder returning. Also, 9—North Carolina
.Away
home to pass, Cordileone was chasing Jan. 14—Furman Frosh
Harry Pavilak, a brilliant fresh- 10—N. C. State
.Home
home him. The "Big Mama" stopped Jan. 16—South Carolina
.Home
man performer, is a bright 13—Furman
home Meredith for- many losses in Jan. 19—Georgia Frosh
Jan. 30—Asheville-Biltmore
. Home
14—Furman
sophomore prospect.
away
proving he was all-America.
Feb. 6—Anderson, J. C. _.
. Home
Famed sports announcer Mel Feb. 8—Piedmont Rangers
.Home
Allen made the remark, "Cordi- Feb. 16—Spartanburg J. C. .
. Home
leone made many all-America Feb. 17—Piedmont
.Away
. Away
Joe Dempsey, Tiger Co-Sports
Dempsey had the best overall teams, and he looked it," as Lou Feb. 24—South Carolina
Editor, wrapper up his second percentage with a remarkable
title in the "We Pick Em" con- .747. He was closely followed by
test with an outstanding 18 out
of *20 winners in the last contest. Miller and Stephens with a .741
Jim Stepp also picked 18 for 20. mark. Burns and Stepp, had a
SENECA,
Dempsey's only two losers were .729; Costas had a .708; AnderSOUTH CAROLINA
COLLEGE AVENUE
Northwestern
and
Michigan son had a .700; and Pighead
came in last with a .412.
State.
Phone OL 4-2011
Jimmy Miller of the Tiger
sports staff led the pack for
four weeks before Dempsey
...the tobacco that outsells
all other imported tobaccos
knocked him off the crown in
(combined! Try it and your
the final selections. Miller only
(very first puff "wiU tell you
THURSDAY, FRIDAY,
picked 16 out of 20 in the final
iwhy. There's more pleasure
tally. Stepp and Bob Burns tied
in smooth-smoking, evenSATURDAY
for third place.
burning-, long-lasting', mild
AMPHOBA.
Below is the final tally aiong
JAN. 7-8-9
Popular priced, and more
with the season total.
\iot your money, too—foil 2
[ounces in eray paefc! Blended
LAST TALLY
[in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Gome in and try it
Dempsey
18-20
today*
Stepp _
— 18-20
FRANK SINATRA

Bowl Star

Outstanding Players
Sign Grant-In-Aids

Cordileone Honored

Tiger Players Shine
In Post Season Games

Baseballers Release
New Schedule For '60

Follow The Tigers

Dempsey Wins We Pick 'Em 2nd Time

ALEXANDERS DRUG CO.

Clemson Theatre

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Tiger Tavern

Burns

17-20

Miller

16-20

Anderson

16-20

Costas

'.

16-20

Pighead

"NEVER SO FEW
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Metrocolor

40<
2-OZ. POUCH

Open Late After Dances

8-20

LATE SHOW SATURDAY

TOTAL
Dempsey

127-170

Miller

126-170

Stepp

— 124-170

Burns

124-170

Anderson

119-170

Costas

80-113

Stephens

43-58

Pighead

70-170

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.

NIGHT— 10:30 ONLY

"TAMANGO"
# FOUNTAIN SERVICE

DOROTHY DANDRIDGE
CURTJURGENS

# SANDWICHES

# NEWSSTAND
Cinemascope

TRY A PIPEFUL
AT THE DEALER
NEAREST YOU
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Scrudato Stopped Near TCU Goal

Clemson's number two fullback, Ron Scrudato, is stopped for a short gain near the Horned
Frogs goal in the Tigers third touchdown drive. Though the TCU defense held on this particular play, the Tig fullback got another chance two plays later and scored. Other Clemson
players shown are Jack Veronee, guard Pat Killen and end Bob DeBardelaben.
(Tiger
Sports Photo by Gene Cantrell.)

Bengals Defy Predictions Of
Experts With bluebonnet Win
By SONNY SUMNEE
Tiger Sports Writer
The Experts were wrong again!
It seems like the Clemson Tigers
never enter a post season bowl
game without carrying the role of
the underdog heavily on their
shoulders. As the torrid Tigers
have proved in bowl games many
times before, they produced another startling upset by whipping
the heavily favored Horned Progs

of TCU bi "the decisive score of tory over the nation's seventh
23-7. Someday the prognosticators ranked team.
will wise up and at least rate the
With their
backs
solidly
Bengals an even chance in the
against the wall and the game
holiday bowl tilts.
Again the great field generals deep into the final quarter the
of the Tigers, Harvey White and ACC champions struckwith the
Lowndes Shingler, started the suddenness of a thunderbolt, as
flame which wasn't to cease blaz- Quarterback White uncorked a
ing until the Country Gentlemen
had left the beautiful Rice Sta- scintillating 68 yard pass to end
dium with a fantastic uphill vie- Gary Barnes who scampered
the remaining distance to paydirt untouched.

Patterson Leads Basketeer Scoring
As Tigers Have Best Season Start

1959-Golden Year For Tiger Athletics
Clemson College athletics has
now begun a new year, but one
year in Clemson history will never be forgotten. The Tigers gathered in more honors in the year
1959! than most teams obtain in
ten.
The teams of the Tigers heaped an enormous amount of honor
to not only their school but to
the state of South Carolina and
the Atlantic Coast Conference.
Among the highlights of the
twelve month period were appearances in two post season
bowls. The first the Sugar Bowl
last New Year's Day in which
Tiger grid stars lost 7-0, but gained a great moral victory, and the
second, the inaugural Bluebonnet
Bowl this past December 19 in
which the Bengals nailed Texas
Christian 23-7. Both Bowl trips
followed ACC grid championships.
Clemson surpassed all state
teams in the overall program
during the year. The Tigers met
every school in the state in
some form of athletic contest.
Since Clemson and South Carolina are members of the ACC,
the Tigers met the Gamecocks
more times than any other state
school and held a lopsided edge
over U. S. C. The Bengals maintained a majority of victories
over U. S. C. in all sports except track.
Clemson Coach Frank Howard
received the ACC Coach-of-theyear award at the Greenville
Touchdown Jamboree in January
. . . .five Clemson players were
drafted by the pros off the '58
squad and the '59 team had even
more to turn pro. . . .Lou Cordileone was the No. 1 choice of the

New York Giants and Harold Olson was the No. 2 pick of the Chicago Cardinals.
Harvey White has signed with
Boston, Doug Cline with Houston,
Doug Daigneault with Ottawa of
the Canadian League, Bill Mathis
will go with San Francisco, Paul
Snyder is expected to sign in the
near future and George Usry is
a possible.
Bill Thomas received the lineof the year trophy at the Columbia Touchdown Club in
January, .the basketball team
finished sixth in the conference,
highest since the loop was formed. . . .John Dunkleburg set
state records in both the 880
yard run and 440 yard dash. . .
Paul Snyder set a conference
record in the javelin and Dunkleburg tied the ACC indoor
mark in the 600 yard dash.
The baseball team won the ACC
and District m titles again and
continued onto the College World
Series where the Tigers placed
fifth in the nation for the second
straight year. . . .Doug Hoffman
became Clemson's first first team
Ail-American in baseball. . . .he
was also named to the All-ACC
and All-District teams and pitcher Harold Stowe also made the
All-District nine. .
Fred Deberry, Larry Bagwell,
Bailey Hendley and Stowe made
the All-ACC second team. . . .
Stowe, Hoffman, and Hendley
made .the All-College World Series team.
In defeating Florida State in
the District Three semi-finals,
the Tigers set a NCAA mark
with 23 hits and they tied NCAA records with 24 runs and

Top Scorer For Tigs In Past Years

37 total bases. . . .Ty Cline
got five hits and went to bat
seven times in one game to tie
records. . . . .Deberry was named most valuable infielder and
won the tourney batting title
while Stowe was the most valuable pitcher in the playoffs.
After the season Stowe signed
a bonus contract with the N. Y.
Yankees and Washington picked
up both Hoffman and Bagwell. . .
Cline as a sophomore earned the
privilege of being picked as one
of a dozen
Collegians from
throughout the nation to play on
the U. S. Pan American team.
Early season successes on the
gridiron carried the Tigers to No.
5 in the nation and the final tabulation had them at No. 11 although after the final game with
Furman they were No. 10.
Banks McFadden, the greatest athlete ever produced by
the state of S. C, was named
to the Football Hall of Fame.
. . . .Coach Frank Howard was
appointed as one of 12 members to the powerful rules committee of NCAA representing
District Three. . . .
Doug
Cline,
Clemson's fine
running and blocking fullback,
was named recipient of the Jacob's Blocking Trophy in both the
ACC and in the state. . . .six
Clemson players made at least
one all-conference-selection with
Gary Barnes and Bill Mathis being names on all picks. . . Xou
Cordileone, Harold Olson, Paul
Snyder and Cline made other selections.
. Cordileone was first team allAmerica on teams picked by
Hearst
Newspapers,
National

Football League scouts and Ex- had losing seasons in track (2-3),
tension Magazine, national Catho- basketball (8-16) and swimming
lic publication. . . .Cordileone was (3-9).
also picked
all-Southern
and Overall, the '59 teams have set
Southeastern. . . .five players quite a pace for the '60 teams to
were named to the all-state team. match.
. . .Cordileone also made the
All-ACC Scholastic team.
Finally, in the post season EastWest Shrine game Lou was voted
the most outstanding lineman
award.
Clemson had more players
-Clemson's intramural basthan any other conference team
ketball program got back inin post season all-star games
to action this week after two
... .four played in the Blueweeks of holidays. With fiftyGray, there were two in the
four teams participating
Senior Bowl and one each in
some 41 games have already
the Optimist bowl, East-West
been played.
Shrine game and Hula Bowl.
Appearing to once again be
Bill Mathis won the ACC scor- the team to beat is the foring title, was second in kick-off midable Bandits who capturreturns, and George Usry and Bill ed last years crown. Headed
ran one-two in punt returns. The by Pat Killen, Charles McTigers ranked first in the ACC on Laurin, and Henry Asbill, the
total defense and rushing defense Bandits crushed the Playand were the loops top scoring boys Tuesday 76-23 to remain
team with 262 points in 10 games.
undefeated. Killen was high
Usry was seventh in the nation with 25 points.
in punt returns; Mathis was 10th
Closer games saw the Redin scoring and 14th in kickoff re- birds down the Aces 32-30
turns; Harvey White was 15th in and the Snowmen edge the
percentage of pass completions, Monarch's 37-35. The tour34th in yards gained passing and
nament is about halfway
40th in pass completions.
from over and moving along
The Clemson team was sixth steadily. Three forfeits were
in scoring, nth in total defense, recorded this week and were
sixth in rushing defense and eight the first of the tournament.
in kickoff returns.
The faculties strong entry
Harvey White ended his great
in the tournament, Ellie's
career at Clemson In a blaze
Elite, remained undefeated
of glory by passing 68 yards for
by topping Barnwell County
the first and "spirit sparking"
42-34. Leading the winners
touchdown against TCU. . . .His
were B. J. Skelton and B. R.
Skelton with 14 and 11 points
145 pass completions, 2,103 yards
respectively.
passing and completing 50.2 per
cent of his passes were all new
Other games were: Hustschool records.. . .his responlers 45, D-6 12, Midgets 44,
sibility for 25 touchdowns and
Moonshiners 17, Blackhis 2,592 yards total offense
knights 51, Horry County 20,
were also among the highest
York County 1, Newman
in Clemson history.
Club (forfeit), Chester CounIn the entire sports category ty 54, C-7 29, The Kings 37
the Tigers fielded winning teams Sandlappers 31, Wesley
in baseball (24-8), football (9-3) Foundation 1, Red Hornets
0, and Red Raiders 1, Arnold
forty-one. The opponents have including two bowls, tennis (9-5) Air Society 0.
gotten away more attempts at and golf (6-4) and broke even
the foul line which hurts even in cross country (4-4). Clemson
though the Tigers have just as
good a percentage.
George feels that the Bengals
are having it too rough during
the first half when they get too
far behind, and they then have
an up hill battle all the remain(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf "The Many
der of the game. To show the
Loves of Dobie Gi&is", etc.)
Tigers have the ability needed
for a winning season—they have
won the real close games.
When asked about the attend•♦LITTLE STORIES WITH BIG MORALS'*
ance George replied that the atFirst Little Story
tendance in the past few years
had been outstanding for a team
Once upon a time a German exchange student from old Heidelthat has had a lossing season,"
berg came to an American university. He lived in the men'g
and when it drops off it is easy
dormitory of the great American university. He was a fine,
to tell and hard for us to play
decent young man and all the other young men in the dormitory
our best — I only hope that the
of the great American university tried very hard to make
students will remain behind us
friends with him, b«t, unfortunately, he was so shy that he
as they have in the past."
refused all their invitations to join their bull sessions. After a
"This team really has the
while his dormitory mates got tired of asking him and so the
potential for a winning season
poor German exchange student, alas, spent every evening alone
with its sophomores and initiain his room.
tive that has been shown, and
One night while sitting aH alone in his room, he smetled the
if we all pull together we will
most delicious aroma coining from the room next door. Confinish with the best season that
quering his shyness, he walked to the room next door and there
the Tigers of Clemson have ever
he saw a bunch of his dormitory mates sitting around and disseen in the past few years,"
cussing literature, art, culture, and Bke that. They were aH
was George's reply when asked
smoking Marlboro cigarettes, which accounts for the delicious
about the remainder of the seaaroma smelled by the' German exchange student.
son.

Action Resumed
In Intramural
Basketball Slate

George Krajack Plays Major
Role For Clemson Basketeers

The brilliant touchdown play
left the T.C.U. partison crowd of
55,000 limp as the Blue Ridge
By MDiE COSTAS
Bengals had come to life in the
Tiger Sportswriter
last stanza trailing by a big 7-3
"If the students will just get
Guard Choppy Patterson of Piedmont, South Caro- count.
behind us and back us for these
To add insult to injury Clem- next five area games, I am sure
lina, is now leading the Tigers in the scoring column
with a 16.7 average in 11 games. He is closely followed son's fine second unit quarter- we can finish with the best recback, Lowndes Shingler, came in ord in the past few years for a
by Captain George Krajack, who is averaging 12.9 points to snatch the waning hopes of Clemson basketball team," says
victory from the gloomy Horned team captain of the hard court
per game.
Frogs by passing for a second men — George Krajack.
Patterson and Krajack are
the only two members of the the team in foul goal attempts touchdown to end Tommy King, George comes from McKeesand then personally engineered port, Penn. which is fifteen miles
basketball team who are with a .767 percentage.
third touchdown with some mag- out of Pittsburg. He played only
shooting in the double figures.
Team averages find the Tig- nificent broken-field running. This
They have paced the Tigers to
basketball during high school uners with a .359 average from superb performance by the fine der an assistant coach who room>*B&ne of their best starts in re' cent years, as the Clemson
the floor and .672 from the junior quarterback earned him ed with Coach Maravich during
team has a 5-6 won-lost recline. The Bengals have a 44.1 the title of the game's outstand- college, and the coach is one of
ord. At the same time last
ing player.
the Tiger's headmaster's best
rebounding average. Follow• year the Bengals had a 3-8
When sophomore fullback Ron friends and had much to do in
ing is a man per man scoring
record.
Scrudato slammed over from getting the men on the Tiger team
record for 11 games.
the one yard line with the final from Pennsylvania to come down
Clemson has had victories over
player
pos. fames fg ft pts. arg. TD of the afternoon. The glori- here.
Erskine, Davidson, Florida State,
In 1955 George, Gibbons, and
G 11 64 56 184 16.7 ous Clemson Tigers had made
and Cornell. The Tigers have de- Patterson
feated the Wildcats of David- Krajack G. F-G 11 61 20 142 12.9 history by being crowned the Shample, who now play for the
Kings of the first annual Blue- basketeers, played on the same
son, North Carolina, twice. One
Carver
F 11 3S 11 87 7.9 bonnet Bowl.
high school team which won the
of these battles was a hardstate championship in probably
Krajack
E
G
11
2fl
16
74
6.7
fought one, with the Maravich
one of the toughest high school
boys coming from behind and Gibbons
c 11 22 16 60 5.5
leagues in the nation. Afterward
finally tieing Davidson as the
Shample
G
7
19 5 43 5.1
he went to Shattuck Military Prep
(Continued from Page 4)
final buzzer sounded. Clemson
Mahaffey
c
11 20 11 51 4.6 Atlanta's Roosevelt High. He School, and the team won the condowned them in overtime by a
won , seven letters in football, ference crown for Minn.
66-60 margin.
Maxwell
C
8
10 11 31 3.8
"After spending a year out in
baseball and baseketball. He
G
9
6 2 14 1.6 made the all-city teams two Minn. — where it was much
Patterson has turned in bril- Benson
liant scoring performances in Leshock
G
2
0 2 2 1.0 years in a row and was voted too cold hearing what an exhis last three outings. He has
the best blocker on the team. citing conference the Tigers
F
1
0 1 1 1.0
scored a total of 73 points McGuire
Poole is also and end and stands play in, and having heard that
against Cornell, Davidson, and Clarke
c 5 1 3 5 1.0 6-4 and weighs 200. He comes there was a poor freshman
team — which meant I could
Wake Forest. Patterson leads Bonzulak
G
1
0 0 0 0.0 from Dectaur High in Florence.
probably play plenty of ball my
junior year - I decided that
Clemson would be the best
choice that I could ever make;
I have not been sorry at any
time for this choice," says Krajack when queried about his
choice of Clemson.
Thus far during his playing with
the Bengals he has started every
game of his career — a fact
• The Tiger tankmen are once stopping by and watching the morale on this years Tiger team which very few sportsmen can
again at hard work
getting tankmen practice and this helps according to Coach McHugh has
make. His freshmen year
the
ready to go on to more victories
more wins for you and the school, been better than on previous Cubs lost twice to Darrel Floyd s
after their losses to N. C. State
All-Stars of Fort Jackson; this
and the University of North Caro- to boost morale and make the years. Get out and back the Tig- team included such stand outs as
lina. They have a meet with Duke boys try a little bit harder. The ers and they will bring back Demilie of Duke and Mack Isner
Friday January 15 and Wake Forof West Virginia to mention a
est Saturday with both meets • *••*••***••*•****• few of the well knowns in this
away. There will be no more
area. The only other loss of the
fleets until February 4 with six
reason for the Cubs was to the
more during the month. Coach
Biddies of South Carolina on their
McHugh stated that he expected
home court.
the team to do well and come
"The Atlantic Coast is one of
back with some wins.
the best conference in the nation, and to prove it - Wake ForThe Bengals will have two new
est ranks eighth in the nation
names on the roster next semester
now,
and it almost finished the
that will help their chances. They
season that low in the conference
are Marvin O'Donald and Phil
last year. The Tar Heels are rankGrote. Marvin swims the dashes
ing nineteenth in the nation now
and Phil the breast stroke. These
and N. C. State was ranked very
boys will be helped by Elmore in
high at the first of the season,
distance, Petty and Phiney in
but they are out now. There is
diving, and the utility man Vocarindeed probably the highest spiro. Vacarro is now the Tigers
rit and competition in this league
high scorer.
than any other in the country,"
replied George when questioned
The Frosh tankmen have been
about how he felt about his conbeaten only once and that was
by N. C. State, who gives swimference now.
Although the 6-3 Krajack is
ming scholarships. Coach Mcnot the tallest man on the team
Hugh claimed that this is the
he has been the leading tally
best frosh team he has had
man for the past two years.
since being at Clemson, and he
His second year he finished the
has high hopes for the varsity
season with 165 rebounds and
team during the next few years.
268 points, last year he woundSome of the boys who will be
up with 154 rebounds and 313
of help next years are Bill Blacktallies — he has averaged a litburn and Bill Bagwellin the distle better than twelve marktance, Timmerman and Foreups per game over the two
hand in the dashes, and a utility
years.
man Paul Goodson. Coach McAt this point during the season
Hugh stated that he is well
he leads the team with seventypleased with the entire team and
four rebounds and follows sophothe way in which they are immore "Choppy" Patterson with
proving. Only one boy has had
142 points, and he is almost avany experience in competition
eraging thirteen tallies per game.
swimming.
'The Tigers now are 5-6 six
and if" we win Thursday night
Coach McHugh claimed that he
was pleased with the attendance Clemson's Bob Petty shown above is caught high in the air against Furman, we would have
at the home meets because the in recent swimming team practice. Petty has been one of the the best season that we have ever
balconies have always been filled leading members of the team for the past two years. (Tiger had. We have a much better
team than the scores have been
to capacity. Some boys have been photo by Alex McCormack.)

indicating; the trouble seems to
be that the ball will not drop in
for us — we out shoot our opponents, but they maintain a better
shooting average than we can,"
answered "Kraj" when asked how
he felt about this season.
Thus far in eleven games the
Bengals have gotten away sev-

• ••***•**

Tiger Star

OUTSTANDING
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Wake's Deacs Hand
Tigers 2nd ACC Loss

Frosh Highly Regarded

Tiger Tankmen Look Forward To
Victories After Two Setbacks

Bob Petty Shows Top Diving Form

PageS

GEORGE KRAJACK
enty more attempts than their
opponents, but the big difference
lies in the fact that they have
hit for about a 36 per cent while
the others have a percentage of

Clemson's basketball squad
took its second conference
loss in two tries Tuesday as
eighth ranked Wake Forest
used a hot first half to down
the Tigers 77-62. Wake hit
over 6 per cent of their floor
shots the first half to take a
commanding 38-20 halftime
lead.
Leading Clemson was Choppy Patterson with 25 points,
twenty of which he tallied the
last half. Patterson, who is
the Tigs leading scorer, has
averaged 24 points in the past
three games.
Clemson managed to cut
the Deacons lead to 44-32 with
only five minutes remaining
but from there Wake again
pulled away. Leading the Deacons was Dave Budd with 17
points and 19 rebounds.

Intramural Schedule
DATE
Tue.
Wed.

TTME—OPPONENTS
Jan. 12,

4 p.m.—Mavericks vs. F-2
5 p.m.—Lower Eight vs. F-5

Jan. 13,

4
5
7
8
9
10

p.m.—A-7 vs. E-D 4
p.m.—Low-Staters vs. CSRA
p.m.—Die Hards vs. 69'ers
p.m.—Celtics vs. Penguins
p.m.—Nu Epsilon vs. Flying Tigers
p.m.—Barnwell County vs. D-6

Thurs. Jan. 14,

7
8
9
10

p.m.—Termites vs. F-4
p.m.—Ellie's Elite vs. Double Dribblers
p.m.—Rinky Dinks vs. Midgets
p.m.—C-4 vs. Black Knights

Mon.

4
5
7
8
9
10

p.m.—Bear Cats vs. Newman Giants
p.m.—York County vs. Bandits
p.m.—C-7 vs. Reamers
p.m.—Chester County vs. DE Red Raiders
p.m.—Angle-eers vs. Boo-Rays
p.m.—Aces vs. Greenville

Tue.

Jan. 18,

Jan. 19,

4 p.m.—Red Hornets vs. Owl Club
5 p.m.—Kings vs. Wesley Foundation

ft Clemson Bluebonnet Bowl T-Shirts
->V Clemson Weekend Bags
•fe 6-Foot Clemson Scarfs

HOKE SLOAN

Timidly, he eateeed the worn. "Esewe me," he said, *\mk
what is that marvekws smefl I smeftT'
'iftfs o»r good Marlboro cigarettes," eried the men, who were
named Fun-loving Ned, Happy Harry, Jc% &n, and Tor'abJe
David.
So the German exchange student took a Marlboro and enjoyed those better makin's, that finer filter, that smooth, hearty
flawr, and soon be was comfortable and easy and lost big
From thai night forward, whenever he smetied the good smell
of Marlboro cigarettes, he always went next door and joined
the bwtt session.
MORAL: WHERE THERE'S SMOKE, THERE'S MEYER
Second Little Story
Once upon a time there was an Indian brave named Walter T.
M«skrat who had a squaw named Margaret Giggling Water.
Margaret was sort of a mess but she sure eowld make beaded
moccasins. Every day she whipped «p a brand-new pair of
beaded moccasins for Walter, which were so gorgeous that al
the Indian maids on the reservation grew giddy with admiration.
WeH, sir, Margaret got pretty tense abowt aM the girls making
eyes at Walter and one night they had a terrible qoarreL
Walter flew into a rage and slapped her on the wrist, whereupon
she started crying like aM get-owt and went home to her mother
and never came back.
"Good riddance!" said Waiter, bat afes, he soon foand oat
bow wrong he was, for the Indian maids were not really interested in him, only in bis moccasins, and when he stopped
showing vp with a new pair every day they qwekly gave him
the yo-heave-ho. Today he is a broken man, sittmg afi alone m
his tepee and muttering ancient TJte ewses.
MORAL: DON'T FIGHT THE HAND THAT READS YOU
Third Little Story
Once there was a lion which was a very qwiet lion. In fact, the
only time it ever made a sound was when it had a toothache,
MORAL: WHEN FT PAIN®, IT ROARS

The maker* of Marlboro would Wee to point a moral toot
Nothing ventured, nothing gamed. Try a pack of Marlboro*
or Marlboro's sister cigarettes—PhiHp Mam* and Alpine—'
\ neurteM a heap of pieasme..
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Letters To Tom

Student Blasts Sacreligious Nature
Of Popular Record, Modern Jokes
a shadow to the farthest corner
Dear Tom,
For the last several nights a of the globe.
Nations are built by wise
certain record has been played
over the Clemson radio network. men, it is fools that destroy
It is supposed to be comical en- them! We the children of these
tertainment, but there is no laugh- wise men have lost sight of our
ter within me when I hear it goal, but we can find it again;
we must find it again or our
played.
children will be born into an
I find it extremely difficult to
accept. What is passed off as atheistic communistic dictatorhumor is in. reality blasphemy. In ship.
one part of the record the narra- Our society and our governtor takes the South and our pub- ment are based upon his comlic officials and attempts to make mandments. Our Declaration of
them appear foolish and simple Independence states that our
in our eyes.
rights and freedom come from
Now this I can accept, for we Him. If God is silly and ridicuhere in the South have become lous, so is our claim to these
accustomed to ridicule from those rights and freedoms.
who look upon our way of life
Our constitution was founded by
with envy, jealousy, or hatred, al- God fearing individuals. They
though it never fails to anger us, never dreamed of nor intended
but this record does not stop here; that an. atheist or communist
it goes out of bounds; it takes the would ever claim protection under
name of God, our God, and tram- their great document. The entire
ples it in the dirt.
Western civilization, culture, and
sense of justice was based upon
During this five to ten min- the conception of God of the great
utes of blasphemy God is trans- races of Western Europe.
formed into cheap joke materNo witness takes the stand in
ial, and those who look up to any court of any nation forming
Him, those who are ministers this group until he has sworn
.of His Word are treated as upon the scriptures that he will
silly, ridiculous characters who tell the truth only. If God is a
silly joke then so is our civilizaare far behind their day.
tion, our culture, all we have
This one record is not the only ever stood for or hoped for.
aspect along these lines that has
If the idea of God is a lie then
perplexed me. Most of our modern jokes are of a sacreligious Communist Russia is right and
nature. They poke fun at Christ we should admit it and join
hanging on His Cross, and I do them before we are all slaughnot consider this to be a laugh- tered. If God is foolish then so
ing matter.
is our nation, and it will crumChrist has taken the place of ble to dust and be scattered by
the traveling salesman, the drunk the winds.
sailor on liberty, and the farmAll the wise men who have
er's daughter. It seems that noth- guided our course through history
ing is held sacred or hallowed had one element in common, an
any longer, not God, not Jesus, unfaltering faith in God, from our
very beginning up to the present
not our mother and fathers.
days of Sir Winston Churchill,
The future of our nation lies in the banner carrier of all allies
the hands of our young students during the darkest hours of
of today for they will be the edu- World War II, the rallying point
cated and should be the intelli- of the entire free world, never
gent. If we are unwise the course faltered in his courage.
of our country will be an unwise His faith was never lacking
one. Fear of God, according to when it appeared that the great
King Solomon, is the beginning of tide of Nazism would engulf his
wisdom.
nation and destroy all they had
If we can stand by while ever stood for. He cried out to
God during those dreadful days
God's name is cheapened over that "tried men's souls," and can
the radio network of one of our we doubt now that God answered
State institutions, then we have him?
lost all fear or respect of Him
Now who among us, who have
and in so doing we have lost not even completed our education,
our wisdom.
who have never looked disaster
in the eyes, who have never faced
Our forefathers were a violent the whipping post or gasped for
group of men, firm in their be- air in the darkness of a dungeon,
liefs. They fought at the drop of dares to say He is wiser than
a hat, for all had felt the iron these great men?
boot of tryanny, and they were
determined their children would If you should overhear anyone
not cringe beneath it.
boasting that he is smarter than
all. these men by denying the
To these men God was no joke. existence of God, no matter if he
All had been persecuted because is an A or F student, no matter if
oi their religion; many had died he is a student body representafor it. They were not spoiled and tive or a hall sweeper, look him
pampered as we are. They could in the eyes and you will know
not write home for their needs you have looked upon a complete
nor could they have bought them. fool.
They faced life in the raw. They Let us at least try to hold this
learned from nature the true one thing, Bod, sacred. To try is
meaning of religion and they all that God himself has ever askpaused in their labor and fight- ed of us.
ing to give thanks to God. Would
Donald Poteat
you call these men foolish?
Class of '62
No, for they forged from this
(Editor's Note: The above Letgreat expanse of wilderness,
mountains, swamps, and turbulent ter To Tom was received prior to
rivers the greatest nation ever the Christmas holidays but due to
formed upon the face of the the lack of sufficient space in the
earth. They spread their mighty last issue of The Tiger, it was
wings to their upmost and cast not run until this issue.)

Committee Receives Bids For
Physics Building Construction
: The Executive Committee of
the Board of Trustees will receive
bids until the 28th of this month
for the new Physics Building.
The plans and specifications for
the new structure were released
Dec. 28, by Baker and Gill,
Architects, from Florence and are
now on exhibit in Greenville. Columbia, Charleston, Augusta, Ga.,
and Atlanta, Ga., and Charlotte,
N. C.
The new building will be of the
most modern design, and
the
plans call for spacious laboratories and classrooms. Certain
rooms of the new building will be
shielded in order that research
with radioactive elements can be
safely carried out.
Another section of the structure
will be devoted solely to research
which is to be carried on by members of the Physics Department.
The new building will be constructed behind Long Hall on the

COL. WATSON
(Continued from Page 1)
ceive the Master's Degree and
some few the Doctorate Degree
at government expense. Monetarily, the regular army officer receives fringe benefits to include
free medical care for himself and
his dependents, post exchange,
officers' club and commissary
privileges. Perhaps the largest
financial benefit is the retirement
pay, 75 per cent of base pay
after thirty years' service, 50
per cent after twenty years' service.

site now occupied by the Old
Dairy Building, which is to be
razed. The air conditioned, fourstory structure will also include a
planetorium. It is expected to be
completed by January, 1961.

Col. P. C. Harrold
Talks To AFROTC
Col. Paul C. Harrold, a member of the U. S. Air Force Speaker's Bureau, will give an illustrated lecture on the subject "The
U. S. Air Force: Today and Tomorrow" on Jan. 14 at 7 p.m.
Col. Harrold is highly qualified
in the field of space and weapons
problems, having just completed
assignments with the Air Force
missile program. He is a graduate
of West Point and holds a degree
in electrical engineering from the
University of HI.
Col. C. B. Thompson, in charge
of the Dept. of Air Science, extends a cordial invitation to anyone who might wish to attend.

OPEN FOR LATE APPOINTMENTS AT NIGHT

Scholarship And
Loan Applications
Due In February

Friday, January 8,196ft

Interview Schedule

Tiger Brotherhood Informally Initiates 17 New Members

Jan. 11 to Jan. 14
MONDAY

Students seeking scholarships,
part time employment, or loans
for the coming school year should
file an application during February at the Student Aid Office.
Each applicant must specify the
particular aid that he desires, but
only one completed form is necessary.
Recipient of the scholarship will
be selected in March. Faculty
committees will coordinate their
selection so all eligible students
will receive due consideration for
the award they specify.
Students desiring other employment should file a supplemental application during each
semester if part time work is
desired. Information for prospective hal counselors and dining hall waiters will be released
later.
Recipients of student loans are
normally restricted by course of
study, scholastic standing, and
place of residence. In most cases,
students nearest graduation receive first consideration.
Applicants for loans should contact the Student Aid Office several weeks before funds are needed in order to provide ample time
for processing requests.

Wright Air Development Division, Dayton, Ohio:
Chemical engineers, ceramic engineers, electrical
engineers, industrial engineers, mechanical engineers and physics.
Caterpillar Tractor Company:
Engineers, math and physics.
TUESDAY
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company—all divisions:
Chemistry, chemical engineers, ceramic engineers,
electrical engineers, mechanical engineers and
physics.
Riegel Paper Corporation:
Chemical engineers, industrial engineers and mechanical engineers.
Aetna Casualty & Surety Company:
Industrial engineers and mechanical engineers.
WEDNESDAY
Before the holidays Tiger Brotherhood held initiation procedures for 17 new members. They
are (left to right) front row: Lowndes Shingler and Bill Fort. Second row: Frank Eskridge,
Ashton Phillips, Frank Clark, T. G. Hanner, Ken Powell, Bill Bagwell and Allan Sloan. Third
row: Dick Harvin, Buck Deaton, John O'Brien, Angus McGregor, Ed Maddox, David Poole,
Julian Dixon and Ronnie Hillhouse. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Dormiiory Construction Continues

Officers Selected
For Faculty Group
The following were selected as
officers for the coming year at a
meeting of the Clemson Chapter,
American Association of University Professors:
President, R. S. Lambert, Associate Professor of Social Science;
Vice-President, H. M. Felder, Associate Professor of English.
Secretary-Treasurer, R. W. Rut-,
ledge, Professor of Botany; members of the Council, C. M. Page,
Associate Professor of Architecture; J. L. Young, Associate Professor of Architecture; and C. D.
Lucas, Instructor of Engineering
Mechanics.

Schedule Posted
Schedule of courses for second
semester 1959-1960 will most probably be available Jan. 18, according to R. J. Berry, assistant registrar. A tentative scheduling of
courses is posted on the main
bulletin board of Tillman Hall, adjacent to the President's Office.
This listing will be changed in
only a few instances, stated Berry.

NATIONAL

. (Continued from Page 1)
company notator; and Andre Dufresne, stage director.
Members of the administrative
personnel include: Carmen B.
Guild; general manager; Nora
Woods, accountant; John Paterson, publicity director;
Hilda
Sterndale Bennett, assistant to
the general manager; and Robert
Osborne, company manager.

Summer Job
Files Located In
Placement Office
Files on summer camps, travel
tours and other vacation-type opportunities are maintained in the
Student Aid and Placement Office. In most cases, only limited
income is available, but other advantages are worth consideration.
Weekly Placement Bulletins include special notices on available
vacation jobs. Campus recruiters
requesting undergraduate interviews for summer work are indicated in the bulletin. Interviews
are scheduled by individual students through the Placement
Office prior to the date for the
interview visit.
The Placement Bulletins are
posted in the Placement Library, second floor, Student
Center.
Summer work in special fields
for the undergraduate are listed
in directories available at the
Placement Office. Similar publications are available at the College library.

Two new sections of dormitories are now being built as
extensions on the present buildings. Both of these new sections,
or extensions, are approximately the same size and house about
the same number of students.
Rooms will be built to accommodate two students per
room, just as in the present dormitories. However, there will be
several changes in the way each

room is set up. For instance, the
student will be able to have several previously shared conveniences to himself.
Among these changes will
be individual built-in desks
for each student instead of
the one to serve both. Also,
two single beds will replace
the bnnk-type beds of the
other dormitories.
Instead of the tile-covered

Clemson Grids Receive 156
Doctorates Over 22 Years
Clemson graduates who have
earned doctorates at various
universities during the years
1936-58 number 156, according
to Dean J. K. Williams of the
Graduate School.
Among the institutions from
which Clemson graduates earned doctorates in philosophy are
Columbia University; Cornell;
Duke; Emory; Florida State;
Institute of Textile Technology;
Iowa State; Kansas State; Lehigh University; and Louisiana
State University.
Also, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology; Michigan State;
N. C. State; Ohio State; Oklahoma State; Peabody College;
Pennsylvania State; Princeton;
Purdue; Rochester University;
Rutgers; South Carolina Medical College; Southern Baptist
Seminary; and Southwestern
Baptist Seminary.
Also, Texas A & M; University of Chicago; University
of Florida; University of Illinois; University of Indiana;
University of Kentucky; University of Maryland; University of Michigan; and University of Minnesota.
Also, University of Nebraska;

NameK.R. Craig
Advisor To AIA

University of North Carolina;
University of South Carolina;
University of Virginia; University of Wisconsin; University of
Wyoming; Vanderbilt; V.P.I.;
and University of Iowa.
Fields of Ph.D. study and
number of degrees received in
that field include: agricultural
chemistry, 2; agricultural engineering, 1; agricultural science,
2; agronomy, 16; animal husbandry, 3; animal nutrition,
3; animal physiology, 1; and
biochemistry, 5.
Also, botany, 5; ceramic engineering, 1; chemical engineering, 2; chemistry, 27; civil engineering, 5; dairy, 4;
ecology, 1; economics, 8; education, 13, electrical engineering, 3; engineering mechanics,
1; engineering science, 1; and
entomology, 13.
Also, forestry, 1; genetics, 5;
history, 1; horticulture, 6; hydraulics, 1; industrial engineering, 2; mathematics, 1; mechanical engineering, 3; microbiology, 2; nutrition, 1; Physics,
6; phytopathology, 2; plant
pathology, 2; and political science, 1.
Also, sociology, 5; textile engineering, 1; theology, 3; and
zoology, 1.

Kirk Robins Craig, part-time
instructor of third-year archi
tecture, has recently been elected faculty advisor for the student chapter of the American
Institute of Architects. Mr.
Craig will be advisor to the
A.I.A. for the school year 195960.
A native of Greenville, Mr.
Craig graduated from Clemson
and did graduate work at Cornell and Harvard. He is presently
a partner in the architectural
firm of Craig and Gaulden of
Greenville.
Mr. Craig toured Europe and
now says that to do so is not a
luxury, but a must for an architect. His intersts are art, classical music and jazz, hunting and
fishing, tennis and sports cars
"all unrelated," he says.

floors, the floors will have a
terrazzo covering; the new walls
will have exposed masonry with
painted bases instead of the
steel walls, and each room will
be slightly larger than any of
the ones presently used.
Veil Walls Planned
To prevent any room from
being exposed to direct sunlight
a type of "veiled walls, will be
used. Two walk-in closets will
be used instead of the types now
used, again so that each student
will have his own closet.
Each extension will have an
apartment in it. Each apartment will house a family, probably that of a graduate student,
married student, or faculty
member.
Also, each section will have a
lounge, probably about 40 to 60
feet in area and much like the
lounge above the student center.
Plans for the furnishings of
these lounges are incomplete
but they will be air-conditioned
and well-furnished, according
to Mr. H. H. Hill, Director of
Auxiliary Enterprises of the Of
fice of Comptroller.

Cone Mills Corporation:
Chemical engineers and textiles.
United States Navy Ordnance Plant—Macon:
Industrial engineers and mechanical engineers.
THURSDAY
B. F. Goodrich Company, Chemical Company and other
divisions:
Chemical engineers, mechanical engineers, math
and physics.
Robbins Air Force Base, Georgia:
Electrical engineers, industrial engineers and mechanical engineers.
Cone Mills Corporation:
Chemical engineers and textiles.
FRIDAY
Dow Chemical Company—all divisions:
Agriculture, arts and science, chemistry, chemical
engineers, electrical engineers, industrial management, mechanical engineers and textiles.
Sonoco Products Company:
Chemical engineers, mechanical engineers and industrial engineers.
Cotton Wash

Harris Tweed

TROUSERS

$3.98

General Merchandise

JUDGE KELLER

(BUZZ THIS QUIZ AND SEE WHERE YOU LAND1*)

"A little learning is a dangerous thing" means
(A) it's better to leave your mind alone; (B)
people who act on half-knowledge often make
mistakes; (C) beware of sophomores.

"Never look a gift horse in
the mouth" is good advice
because (A) he'll bite; (B)
even if his teeth show he's
old, what can you do about
it? (C) there's nothing in
there anyway.

AD BDcD

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
Candy -- Sodas — Pennants

SPORT COATS . $29.95

Do You Think Ar)bu/se/f?

A.'f\

•

American Cynamid Company—all divisions:
Chemistry.

Assuming the starting salary is the same, would you
rather have (A) a job with
an assured income for life,
but with no chance to increase it? (B) a job where
you'll always be paid according to your abilities?
(C) a job where you have
to advance rapidly or be
fired?

ADBDCD

will have found out that Viceroy gives
you the best filtering of any cigarette, for
a taste you can really enjoy. A thinking
man's filter. A smoking man's taste.
That's Viceroy!
*Ij you checked (C) on three out of four of
these questions, you're fairly astute. But if
you checked (B)—you think for yourself!

AD BD CD

_

!'The finer the filter
strands, the finer the filter
action" is a way of saying
(A) don't use chicken wire
in a window screen; (B)
Viceroy gives you finest
filter action because it has
the finest filter strands;
(C) the finer the filters,
the finer the smoking.

Make Our Store Your
Headquarters
Serving Clemson and Clemson
College Students Since
1908
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When you depend on judgment, not
chance, in your choice of cigarettes,
you're apt to be a Viceroy smoker. You

BARBARA KRAJACK
Stylist

Call OL 4-2031

BARBARA'S
BEAUTY SALON

L C MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows-

The lidt
w

refreshment

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
G1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

